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EDITOBI.AI. COMME}IT

Against Genocide
Twenty-ffve years ago, in San Francisco, the United Nations was

born. Among oiher things, its founding reflected the determination of
countless millions throughout the world that the criminal aggression

of the Axis Powers, and above all the bestial mass extermination of

peoples by the Nazis, would never be repeated.- 
Three years latel in 1948, the fledgling UN brought forth two

notable documents: the Declaration of Human Rights and the
Convention for the Prevention and Punishment of Genocide' These

documents called for unequivocal defense of the fundamental rights
of all human beings without exception, and they condemned and

outlawed genocidal actions in whatever form they might take. As

such, they were hailed by all who stood for humanism and social

progress,- 
B-oth documents were signed by the U.S. representatives in the

UN. But they have never been ratiffed by our government, and all
efiorts to have them ratiffed have been consistently rebufied. Those
who have blocked ratiffcation are those who have been the authors

and upholders of the genocidal racist oppression praoticed against
Black, Brown, Red and Yellow peoples in the United States-the
giant monopolies and their political spokesmen.

There are some who hesitate to use the term "genocide" to describe
the racial and national persecution which has so disffgured the
United States 'throughout its existence. After all, here there are
no gas chambers, no organized mass slaughter, no declarations of
intent literally to exterminate entire peoples, such as existed under
Hitler. Bu,t such people take too narrow a view of the meaning of
genocide and would conffne it to only its most extrerne manifestations.

The UN's Genocide Convention deffnes genocide as "killing mem-
bers of the goup and any intent to destroy in whole or in part a

national, racial or ethnic or religious group," and further as "causing
serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group." That the
oppression of Black Americans does indeed fall within this deffnition
was forcefully demonstrated nearly two decades ago in the petition
We Charge Genocide, prepared by the Civil Rights Congress. This
petition was presented to the UN General Assembly in Paris in
December 1951 by William L. Patterson, and simul,taneously to the
UN Secretariat in New York by a committee headed by Paul Robeson.
Its documentation is irrefutable.
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Nor has racial and national persecution in the U.S. lost its genocidal
character since 1951; only the forms have changed-and for the
worse. The polic murders of Black Panther leaders; the murderous
assaults on Black youth in Chicago, Illinois, in Orangeburg, South
Carolina, in Jackson, Mississippi; the shooting in the back of Black
citizens in Augusta, Georgia; the elaborate plans for military "con-
tainment" of the Black, Chicano and Puerto Rican ghettos in the
name of "law and order"; ,the innumerable frameups and beatings
of Black, Brown, Red and Yellow youths; the deliberate starvation
of masses of 'tuperfluous" Black farmers and farm workers in the
South-a1l these and other actions, sanctioned and carried out by
agencies of government, are clear violations of the Genocide Con-
vention.

That this genocidal persecution has not gone further is a tribute
to the heroism of the Black liberation movement, as well as to the
mounting struggles of the Chicano, Puerto Rican and Indian peoples.
Growing out of all ,these struggles, today a new movement for the
enforcement of the Genocide Convention is taking shape in the
United States.

We Charge Cenocide, out of print for many years, is scheduled
to appear this month in a new printing, with an introduction by
William L. Patterson. It deserves to be read by all who have not
seen it before and to be reread by all who have. It will undoubtedly
enjoy wide reception and distribution.

Particularly noteworthy is the recently initiated circulation of a
mass Petition to the United Nati,ons, sponsored by the Emergency
Conference Committee. Among its initial signers are such well-
Inown ffgures as Shirley Chisholm, Ossie Davis, Ruby Dee, Dick
Gregory, William L. Patterson and Bobby Seale. The Petition
states in part:

We assert that the Genocide Convention has been flagrantly
violated by ,the Government of the United States. We further
assert that the United Nations has jurisdiction in this matter; to
hold otherwise is to repudiate its position regarding apartheid in
South Africa and as well its universal Declaration of Human
Rights and its Convention for the Prevention and Punishment
ofGenocide....

On the basis of simple justice, it is time for the United Nations
to call for universal aotion, and to apply economic and political
sanctions against the United States until such time as the United
States Government shall abide by the Genocide Convention and
the Declaration of Human Rights.
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By the ,beginning of August, according to the sponsoring com-

mittee, some 25,000 petitions, each with sPaces for 50 signatures,

were already in circulation. Additional requests for petitions were

pouring in from all parts of the country. New prominent supporters

ivere coming forward, among them Mrs. Coretta King and Reverend
Ralph Abernathy. Numerous organizations of Women Strike for Peace

were circulating the petition, and it had been endorsed by the

recent National Peace Conference held in Milwaukee and by 'the
National Rank-and-trile Conference of trade unionists held in
Chicago. The Blnck Panther, newsPaPer of the Black Panther Party,

has run the petition in its pages, for readers to sign and send in to
the sponsoring committee.

Hero we have the beginnings of wha,t bids fair to become a truly
mass campaign, one which possesses the potentiality of collecting
signatures numbering in the millions, not to speak of the development
of surrounding activities. Most important, it holds forth 'the possi-

bility of mass involvement of white Americans, and especially of
white workers. Within the trade union movement, this campaign
becomes by its very nature an integral part of the fight for black-
white unity which is basic to the advance of the rank-and-file
movement.

Undoub'tedly this Petition will have a tremendous impact not
only in the United States but on a world scale. It is a signiffcant
par,t of the continuing upsurge of democratic struggles in our
country, and wi,thin the context of these struggles it can contribute
gpeatly to the advancement of the liberation struggle to a new
level, as well as to the closer integration of all fronts of struggle into
a broad peoplels coalition against the assaults of monopolis,t reaction.

Every ,Communist and progressive, every reader of Political
Affairs, should be involved fully in this campaign.

(Petitions may be ob,tained from the Emergency Conference Com-
mittee, 83 Union Square West, Room 907, New York, N. Y. 10003.)
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Black Americans and the

Middle East [onflict
l1ne Statement on the Middl.e East adopted by the Political Com-

mittee of the Communist Party on April 9, 1970 declared: 'The situa-
tion in the Middle East is a grave one." Noting that a virtual s'tate

of warfare exists between Israel and the United Arab Republic, this
statement warned that: "The danger of a flareup into full scale warfare
grows daily, with the attendant peril of escalation into world nuclear
war." The Statement further declared that "the primary source of the
growing war danger is the continuing aggressive, expansionist policies
which led to the Israeli aggression in 1967."

Nironis Middle East Policies

Nearly three months later, President Nixon approved Phantom

iots, Skyhawks and other military material for Israel. At almost the
same time, in an interview with news analysts of CBS, NBC and ABC
he stated that he was for 'peace" and the 'integrity of every country
in the area." These Phantoms and Skyhawks will be used to replenish
the arsenal of the Meir-Begin-Dayan government for stepped up mili-
tary actions against the UAR, Syria, Lebanon and Jordan, for increased
raids on civilian targets, for greater use of napalm.

There is already talk about the use of the Sixth Fleet in the Mediter-
ranean. In the same interview, Mr. Nixon laid the basis for this
imperialist action when he asserted that "Israel is not desirous of
driving any other countries into the sea-the other countries do want
to drive Israel into the sea."

There is not a single Arab government which subscribes to this
idea nor is such a position held by rthe Arab masses. This fact
Mr. Nixon Ianows very well. This falsiffcation is needed to deceive
the people of the United States lest there develop a movement in
opposition to his policies in the Middle East similar to the great out-
burst against the Cambodian invasion ex,tending the war in Indochina.

The President attempts to cloak the policies of U.S. imperialism
by talk of "balance of power." Says he,'it is in the interest of the
United States (read U.S. imperialism-H.W.) to maintain the balance
of power-and use will maintain that balance of power." (Emphasis
mine-H.W.) Here is the brandishing of the iron ffstl The "balance

a
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of power" concept reveals two things at once: anti-Sovietism and

racisrn
What Mr. Nixon is now saying was formulated in our statement in

these words: '"Ioday U.S. imperialism, seeking to offset the defeat of
its efiorts to overthrow the anti-imperialist governments of the UAR

and Syria, and to counteract the growing strength of the Left_ and anti-

impeiialist forces throughout the Arab world, is using Israeli military
po*"t as its instrument. For this purpose it is supplying Israel with
offensive military aircraft, despite her already overwhelming air
superiority."

Mr. Nixon consciously and deliberately avoids mentioning the U.N.
Resolution of November 22, L967. This resolution calls for a peaceful

settlement and, in the words of the Statement 'is based on both
withdrawal from the occupied territories and recognition of Israel's
right to exist in peace and security."

Everyone lnows that the UAR, Jordan and Lebanon support and
ftght for the implementation of this resolution. The Soviet Union
upholds these efior,ts for a peaceful settlement and consistently gives

support to the peoples ffghting for liberation from imperialism.

A special dispatch from Cairo to the Nerp York Times (July 4, 1970)

quotei a Western observer as stating: "It's not easy for the Egyptians
to proclaim it at this time-but they have done everything except
run up the Israeli flag and salute it to make it clear that the annihila-
tion of Israel is no longer their obiective." Their actual obiective, as

stated in the dispatch, is to "regain territories lost to Israel in the

1967 war and to gain a settlement for Palestinian refugees." Such reac-

tions were general, and the Egyptians answered this calumny of Presi-

Nixon with great indignation. The stumbling block to implementing
the U.N. resolu,tion is its rejection, in any meaningful sense, by the
Israeli government. This rejection, which is fully backed by the Nixon
Administration, stems from the Zionist-inspired annexationist policy
of Israel's rulers.

The real struggle for peace and national liberation is " transformed'
by Mr. Nixon through a sleight-of-hand. To him, the immediate dan-
ger in the Middle East is now a struggle between capitalism and
socialism, or put in his language, the danger of confrontation between
"the two superpowers." This is imperialist arrogance with a vengeance.
The existence of Israel as an independent state, the role of other
powers in the Middle East and Africa-in particular, Britain, France,
West Germany, Belgium-are here viewed in the light of catspaws
supporting policies of U.S. neo-colonialism and its dorninance in a
system of continuing imperialist oppression.
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Boiled down, this is the essence of Nixon's presen't-day Middle
East policies.

The dangers facing our people today are far greater than those

which came from the soil of Nazi Germany and led to World War II
The greater danger of today, emanating from the soil of the Uniteil
States, sharply poses the threat of thern'ronuclear war. Nixon's policy
is the very opposite of the struggle for peace, democracy, national
liberation, the rights of the Jewish people in Israel and the existence
of Israel as a state, and it fundamentally contradicts the national
interests of the people of the United States as well.

There is still time to check and reverse such a policy, leading in
the direction of mllitary collision and disaster. However, some leaders

have drawn quite difierent conclusions. Many of ,them speak of
peace, but are in reality supporting policies which knock at the door
of world conflagration.

For example, I recently spent several weeks in the Democratic
Republic of The Sudan and witnessed ffrst-hand how the Revolu-
tionary Council is building a national democratic state. I saw how
it is leading the nation at a quickened pace in liquidating the crimes
of Bri,tish imperialism and unfolding a program of national reoon-
struction cor-responding to the real needs of the people. Later I visited
the Republic of Uzbekistan in the U.S.S.R., and there studied how
socialism had rescued a people from Czarist oppression and brought
about phenomenal developments in industry, agriculture, education,
health, culture, the sciences, etc.

The march of the people of the Sudan toward political and eco-
nomic independence from imperialism could lead to the same results.
T-his was one of the greatest developments in 'the Middle East and
on the continent of Africa. The realization of the age-old dream of
the peoples in rtheir ffght for freedom from imperialism was moving
from dawn to daylight.

The New York Times Ail
Upon my return I read in the New York Times on June 28, 1970

a full-page ad with the following heading: 'An Appeal by BlackAmeri-
cans for United States Support to Israel." It was sponsored by the
A. Philip Randolph Institute, headed by Bayard Rustin. This ad is a
distinct service to the imperialist policies of the Nixon Administration
in the Middle East. At the same time it is a distinct disservice to the
Black people of the United States, as it is to all proponents of peace
and lovers of democracy in the U.S.

And this happens at a moment when the racist policy of the
Administration is openly showing its fangs. Bishop Stephen G. Spots-
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wood, Chairman of the National Board of Directors o fthe N.A.A.C.P.,
in his keynote address to that organization's annual convention held
in Cincinnati at the end of June 1-970, was right when he declared:

For the ftirst time since Woodrow Wilson, we have a national
administration that can be rightly characterized as anti-Negro. This
is ,the fust time since 1920 that the national administration has made
it a calculated policy to work against the needs and aspirations of
the largest minority of its citizens.

Nonetheless, the contents of this appeai for support to Israel should

be read and studied, for mirrored in it is the true face of social democ-

racy in general, and especially its adaptation by Mr. Rustin, who has

the task of presenting it in such a way as to make it palatable to Black
people. Of interest is the fact that Mr. Rustin succeeded in establish-
ing a united front with the main integrationist current of Black reform-
ism. And on the Lrasis of opportunism, of a conscious omission of
basic facts and a partial statement of trutrhs, he was able to publish
this appeal with the signatures of 64 B1ack men and women as a par-
tial list of sponsors. Among the 64 are these 31: 10 representatives of
unions, 5 from churches, 5 congressmen, 2 mayors, 3 state senators,

1 judge, 2 educators and 3 journalists. Some of these pepole are emi-
nent ffghters for peace and equal rights, and are active participants in
the struggle against imperialism in general.

As I read this ad I recalled that Bayard Rustin had been concemed
with sharecropping over a considerable period, and the following
thought came to me:

Some sharecropping remains in the Black tselt of the South, even
though sharecropping as a system no longer exists. The figh,t against
the impoverishment of the tenants is an economic, political and social
struggle whose character is obiectively anti-feudal and anti-imperialist.
The working class and all democrats must give unstinting support to
this struggle.

Mr. Bayard Rustin might also be said to be a'tharecropper." But
he is a different kind of 'tharecropper," living in an urban community.
He is a "political tenant" of a certain section of the bourgeoisie, and
not of a plantation owner supervised by the riding boss. The share of
the crop for this "political tenant" is the permission to give the ap
pearance of developing a real struggle against the Nixon Administra-
tion, but in reality only shadow-boxing with it. The share of the crop
for the master is '?hantom iets for Israel." What an exchangel An
examination of the contents of the ad will suffice to show how Bayard
Rustin performs his difficult feat.
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First, in its 800-word statement on Israel and the Middle East the
word "imperialism" is completely absent. Any serious student of the

Middle East would be interested in knowing about the nature of the
struggle, especially about the ffght against imperialism, not only in the
use ,of concepts like "colonies" and 'heo-colonialism," but also about

the stage of development of the struggle against imperialism, which
varies from country to country.

It may be dificult to believe but the name of Nixon is not even men-
tioned, although the demand for Phantom jets can be implemented only
by the Nixon Administration. The one point that ls raised is anti-Soviet-
ism. I shall refer to this later in a difierent context.

The ffrst sentence of the ad reads: "The crisis in the Middle East is

a cause of great concern to all Americans, non-]ew as well as Jew,
black as well as white." The second sentence expresses the "concern"

of Black people over this danger. The "motivation" for this "concern,'
the ad declares, is 'hot only . . . the threat to world peace which is
posd by rthe Arab-Israeli conflict. We are also moved by the ideals
which we have struggled to achieve in this country and which we
ffrmly believe the U.S. should uphold in the Middle East."

The reader would expect to ffnd issuing from such a pronouncement,
conclusions which would give a true estimate of the situation in the
Middle East, and would help to rally the masses, black and white, in
struggle for a just solution of the conflict. But the ad completely avoids
this question. The reason for this is evident. To give such an estimate
would require, on the one hand, an exposure of Israeli aggression, of its
support by U.S. imperialism, of national oppression inside Israel and
the occupied territories, of the class struggle inside Israel, and of the
mounting opposition to the policies being pursued. On the other hand,
it would necessitate an honest presentation of the iust struggle of the
Arab peoples against imperialism. This is a difficult and complicated
ffght, within each of the Arab countries, against the comprador capi-
talists and other domestic reactionaries who are the mainstay of imperi-
alist rule.

The oppressed millions understand that the impoverished position of
the masses, the prevalence of illiteracy, ignorance, disease, and eco-
nomic and social backwardness in general, are the bitter fruit of cen-
turies of imperialist rule. The beautiful rhetoric in the ad conveniently
covers up these facts of life. The ad states: "In our opinion the U.S. can
,best stand by these ideals by unequivocally guaranteeing Israel's
security." Instead of a call to the people to compel adherence to the
U.N. Resolution of November 1967, there is an appea"l for greater U.S.
involvement in the war in the Middle East.
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There is no danger to the "security of Israel"' This danger could
arise only if there is a continuation of present Israeli policies, which
cannot but lead toward thermonuclear war. The danger increases in
direot proportion to tle extent to which this kind of false appeal is made.

F'or shamel

Racism in lsrael

Acknowledging that Israel has its "shortcomings," the ad then as-

serts: "It is by far the most democratic country in the Middle East."
Let us say, for the sake of argument, that this is true. Can this be a
jusUffcation for Israeli aggression in the Middle Bast? Should not such
aggression be condemned iust as U.S. aggression in Indochina is con-
demned?

The ad does not tell us that Israel is not and has never been a colo-
nial country. Israel is a capitalist country, and the ruling class directs
the affairs of state under conditions of capitalist democracy.

In the Sudan, as I have noted, I encountered a higher type of devel-
opment, that is, the growth of national democracy. This is not a dem-
ocracy serving the interests of a ruling class, but of the entire people
ffghting for complete liberation from the vestiges of imperialism, and
marching along the path toward socialism. The achievement of this
goal will put an end to exploitation and national oppression, and will
serve the interests of the nation as it continues to ffght for peace in the
Middle Bast and the world.

Then we encounter tllis gem: 'What is remarkable is that the high
degree of political freedom has not diminished despite the constant
need to maintain military preparedness." What is overlooked in this
tribute to "political freedom" is the fact that within Israel there exists
widespread national and racial discrimination and oppression-eco-
nomic, social and political. This stems directly from the Zionist con-
ception of Israel as an exclusively Jewish state and as a "Western" state

-a state in which non-Jews and non-Westerners are looked upon as

outsiders.
I shall quote an observation made by Dr. Hyman Lumer, editolof

Poktical Affairs, in a pamphlet entitled, WhichWag lsrael,? (New Out-
look Publishers, New York, 1966). He writes:

Israeli society sufiers f,rom the widespread existence of national
discrimination and oppression within the country. Most notorious
is the oppression of the Arab minority, numbering some 270,000.

Indeed, the Arab question in Israel plays a role in many ways
comparable to that of the Negro question in the U.S. . . .

Continuing, Dr. Lumer says:
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The powers of military rule have been used as a political weaPon
against^Arabs daring t6 stuggle against their olpression. Tirey
hive been used also as an instrument for conffscating the lands
of Arabs.

He goes on to say:

National oppression in Israel is not conffned to A,rabs; it is also
the lot of the darker-skinned Jews of Asian and African origin.
These have migrated to Israel in large nurnbers lately, chiefly
from Yemen and Iraq, and are now about half of its total
population. . . .

Their housing density is tfiree to ftve times that of other groups.
They are likewise crowded into the most unskilled, lowest-paying
jobs. In 1964 their per capita monthly income was less than haU
of that of Wiestern Jews and native-born Israelis. And ,they lag
far behind in education. They are subjected to all sorts of insults
and indignities. *'Cushi,' the Biblical term for Negro," says a
NeutYorkTimes story (January 29,1965), "has taken on the same
pejorative meaning in Israel as'nigget' in the United S,tates."

Or read this passage from a forthcoming pamphlet by Dr. Lumer:

Illustrative of the attitude towards "Orientals" is an article by
Yael Dayan in the Israeli newspaper Yediot Aharonot (March 22,
1968) in which she tells of her difficulties in selling a house. "It's
the neighborhood," the real estate agent tells her. She explains:

"The house's only neighbors are 'Orientals.' It borders on a
Yemenite quarter called Morashah, and actually forms the iborder-
line between the respectable neighborhood of Naveh Magen, which
boasts of Israeli army commanders, and the Yemenite quarter, with
one-story houses and nice gardens whose sons serye in the army
of the Chief of Staff who lives on the right side of the neighboi-
hood-a matter of two to three hundred meters, . . It wai thus
tha_t ghetlos were_forrned. Thus grew the Negro, the Puerto Rican
and the Jewish_slums. Would y6u want you-r dauand_ the^J-ewish_slums. Would you want your daughter to marry
a Nego? Would yo,u want to hive a ]ew at yo,rr r"ighborP . . .

"I dont know what is more insulting-the fact tlat the whole"I dont know what is more insuliing-the fact
lenomenon exists, or the total lack of shame in

"I don't know what is more insulting-the fact that the whole
phenomenon exists,,or_ the total lack of shame implicit in openly
admitting it. 'I would have paid 5,000 more for tlie house liad it
been in another neigh_borhood,' a respectable lady told me. Five
thousand Israeli pounds more so that Rabinovitz'i children won't
play- with_ the children of this quarter. Five thousand pounds more
so ,that they wonit mix, God -forbid, with those wh6 have dark
eyes and black hait''

I should think rthat this is certainly'iemarkable." But is it not strange
that we are not told about thisP

MIDDLE EAST II

For or Against lmperialivn?

The ad, nonetheless, hastens to tell us about the limitations of demo-

cratic liberties in the Arab countries, and correctly exPoses the role of
the Sheikdoms. But it never mentions that these are the creation of
imperialism, and that their share of the take, which is used for their
own enrichment, is but a small share of the riches extracted by foreign
imperialism, which goes into the banks of London, Brussels and WaIl
Street. It never tells us that the most rea-ctionary of these Sheikdoms,

such as Sau& Arabia, are closely tied to the United States.

Neither does the ad tell us of the gxorving struggle of the masses in
the Arab world for greater clarity, to put an end precisely to this state

of affairs. The writers of the ad are learned men, and cannot be igno-
rant of these facts.

For example, we are told that 'the struggles in the Sudan and Biafra
are not racial in character, but we are not lold uhat theg are. This can-
not be done without explaining the role of imperialism which inflames
racial strife and incites separatist movements all over Africa. This was
rthe meaning of Biafra, Katanga, and now the policies of imperialism in
the southern region of the Sudan. It is inseparably related to the overall
policies of imperialism against the movement for national liberation.
'We are given a partial truth, only for the purpose of deception, only to
hide the real essence of things.

The crocodile tears, shed in the form of "'concem" for the "Arab
refugees" and the "concern" about "the continuation of the conf.ict" as

being against the interests of the people, becomes once more nothing
but rhetoric, and meaningless when an appeal in the name of Black
Americans is made to grant Phantom iets to Israel.

Growing tens of millions throughout the world rccognize the role of
the Soviet Union in its quest for peace and its support of the peoples
struggling for freedom from imperialism. The ad states: '\Me believe
that the United States has a vital role to play in ending the crisis. If
it does not stand ffrm in the Middle East, the Soviet Union will be
encouraged to increase its intervention, thereby escalating the conflict
still further."

What do they call "intervention"? Against what does the ad call
upon the President to act? The fact is that the reference in the ad to
"Soviet intervention" is designed simply to conceal the true nature of
Soviet aid to the developing countries of Africa.

From a pamphlet by D. Chertkov, entitled Time-Testeil Frienilshi,p
(Novosti Publishing House, Moscow, 1969), we extract the following
facts which show the kind of aid given by the Soviet Union in Africa
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and the Middle East:

The Soviet Union is helping Algeria to build nearly B0 proiects.
. . . The biggest is the steel plant with a designed_cap19ity of 300-
350 thousand tons of rolled-stock a year [which] will provide a

basis for the countqy's industrialization. . . .

On March L7, 1965 a Soviet-Iraqi protocol rvas signed for building
a power station and water reservoir on the Euphrates and ,the con-
struction of a tractor assembly plant. . . .

When the enterprises now being built with Soviet assistance are
commissioned, power production will increase 2.5 times in the United
Arab Republic, steel production, 4-5 times, and cable production,
3 times. it will reduce or completely cut down the import of ships,
coke, fine steel sheets, forgings, machine tools, instruments, elec-
trodes, pharmaceutical preparations, radio sets, lubricants, etc.

While I was in the Sudan I leamed that the Soviet Union had
hefued that country to work out a ffve-year plan whose goal is to
build industry, mechanize agriculture, carry out electriffcation, extend
transportation and communication facilities, and develop educational,
health and cultural facilities. I saw with my own eyes, in the upper
Nile Province in the South of the Sudan, how virgin lands, many
tlousands of acres never before touched by a plow, are now being
cultivated on a cooperative basis. The tractors used forthis come
from the Soviet Union. The ffrst phase of this program will be funded
with internal Sudanese resources from nationalization of foreign-owned
banks. The other sources of funds for the plan will come from the
socialist countries, primarily from the Soviet Union. The old govern-
ment in the Sudan limited Soviet aid to the building of two elevators,
a milk cannery, two fruit and vegetable canneries and a few other
such enterprises. But this changed sharply aftelthe revolution of
May 25,1969, when a new relationship developed.

The pamphlet also states:

A considerable part of goods from developing countries comes to
the U.S.S.R. in payment for Soviet plant, machinery and expertise.
Developing counrtries acquire a stable and expanding market in the
U.S.S.R. for their goods, which serves to maintain stable prices for
these goods on the world market and reinforces their position vis-a-
vis international monopolies which seek to reap extra proffts from
price cuts on raw materials and foods imporrted from tropical
countries.

These are but a few examples out of the many countries receiving aid.
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Every state righ$ully has its own army, which is a pillar of state
power. The question is, what kind of state and what kinil of armn
what kind of state policy and what kind of military policy? If the
policy of the state is one of national democracy, the policy of the
armed forces must also take on this character. In the newly-liberated
countries the role of the army is, in keeping with this, 6biectively
anti-imperialis't.

With the rise of the socialist world, and particularly of the Soviet
Union, something new has developed in this respect. Previously, in
states under the domination of imperialism, the armed forces could
be built only in reliance on the in'rperialist powers, which took care
that they would serve the interests of imperialism and the perpetuation
of colonial or semi-colonial status. They were designed to be used
against the people in these states, and in support of the aggressive poli-
cies of imperialism.

What is new is that the Soviet Union and other socialist countries
pursue a diametrically opposite policy, one which flows from the very
nature of socialism. Its aim is freedom from imperialism, and in this
there is a complete correspondence of interests between the socialist
countries and the newly-liberated countries. The aid which is given
to a country in building its armed forces is designed not for aggression,
not for use against the people, but for working with the people in the
development of the country and in wiping out the crimes of imperialism.

The attack on Soviet aid to the Arab states as an act of "intervention"
is a conscious and deliberate piece of propaganda by imperialism,
which social democracy helps ,to spread. It is a shield for the policies
of the Nixon Administration. The concept of "balance of power" in
the Middle East is in reality a device for maintaining the status of
U.S. imperialism in that area. For how can one speak of a "balance"
between imperialist rule and independence? One or the other must
prevail. The ad places itself on the side cf the perpetuation of imperial-
ist domination.

The slogan of 'ho right of Israel to exist" is the propaganda of im-
perialism. The healthy national sentiment among the ]arish masses is
being monstrously distorted, and by confusion and falsiffcation of fact
is transformed into lhe nationalism of the ]ewish bourgeoisie, into
adherence to its most reactionary expression, Zionism. The attempted
cleverness in the writing of the ad miserably fafu to conceal this
simple truth. That is why all progressives and lovers ofjeace, black
and white-all who are anti-fascist, anti-monopoly, and anti-imperialist

-cannot remain silent in the face of attaclcs which would attempt to
separate the anti-imperialist movement from ,tleir greatest friend,
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the soviet union, which renders them all-round assistance in their

quest for freedom.

A Regrettable Editorial

It is with regret that I read in an editorial appeling T ih: Morning

Freiheit (I"ly"1, 1970) the followingr "The call of 64 Black leaders to

support friaui i" the ffght for her e>r=istence must be strongly greeted."

(Emphasis mine-H.w. ) The Morning Frei,hei,t observes rthat the call

i, "a^very good answer'; to the "extremists" who "want to present the

war in tt e Middle East as part of the struggle of the Black people in
this country and in Africa against white imperialism." The issue is

not fairly posed. If the editorial writer is referring to the struggle of
the Arab people against classical colonialism and neo-colonialism, there

can be 
"o 

ao"Ut tlat such a struggle is an inseparable part of the ftght

of the whole of the African people for liberation from imperialism.

And this is indissolubly linked to the struggle of Black people in the

U.S. for complete and unconditional equality.
However, the expansionist policies of the Israeli government, its

occupation of Arab lands, its military attacks which flow from an

aggressive war policy, are in the interests of the imperialist bour-

geoisie in the U.S. and the Israeli ruling class which is subservient to
it. rrhis is a war against the liberation movement in the Middle
East, in the whole of Africa, just as it is a war which undermines

the struggle for equal rights for Black people in the u.s. The Morning

Freiheitl"neverthdless considers the call to be a "very good answer."

The Morning Freiheit restates some of the arguments in the ad and

expresses agreement with them. I have discussed these arguments

above.
The Morning Freiheit is incorrect when it writes: "But the call

of the Black leaders is not only important because of its correct atti-
tude toward Israel." And it is incorrect when i,t says that the issuance

of such a statement is "also very important for ]ewish-Black rela,tions

in our country."
When one speaks Black-Jewish unity the question is: unity for

what? The unity expressed by the supporters of the ad is apparently
unity against a danger to Israel's existence-a danger which is actually
non-existent. But in reality it is quite deffnitely unity in support of
U.S. imperialist policies in the Middle Eest.

These policies are threefold:
1. Continued control by U.S. imperialism of the oil riches in the

Middle East.
2. Support of puppet regimes which are obedient to the will of im-
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perialism, in order to check and reverse the advances made by the
people in the Arab countries toward political and economic independ-

ence.
3. Strengthening and reinforcing the imperialist ramparts in the

Me&terranean, including NATO, and enhancement of the position of
imperialism for struggle against the socialist world.

]ewish-Black relations can never be based on support of such

policies.
The Morning Freiheit is absolutely right when it notes thatr '"The

'establishment'has done everything it could to divide the two minor-
ities-Jews and Black people-and to try to create hatred between
them." It is further correct in saying: "The racists who ffght against
full equality for Black people and who also hate Jews incite both
and try to spread anti-semitism among Black people." And it correctly
concludes 'that the two minorities which suffer mos,t from racism,
Black people and Jews, should be united among themselves in the
ffght against racism. They must see who is their comrnon enemy and
must ffght with united forces against the racism which is the blood
brother of anti-Semitism. A great number of Jewish leaders also see

the great importance of such a struggle. The quicker and the more
broadly the united struggle develops the better it will be for both
minorities and for American democracy in general"'

This is not only good, but very good-if it is understood that such

unity in the ffght against racism and anti-Semitism must be a unity
which includes all democratic forces in the country, and in the ftrst
place the labor movement. Such unity must ffrst of all clearly identify
the enemy (theracists and anti-Semites) and the allies in the struggle
as well. And it must be based on struggle against racist trends among
the Jewish people, such as the crusade which is now developing in
some quarters against an alleged "anti-Semitism on the Left."

The massive concentration of the ideologists of imperialism must
not derail the Morning Freiheit from the glorious role it has hitherto
played and must continue to play in the ffght against imperialism.
The entire progressive movement has a right to look forward to the
paper's unfol&ng of an ideological and political struggle against im-
perialism's two main weapons: anti-Sovietism and racism. A very good
beginning would be the complete rejection and renunciation of the
view that t-here exists a universal Arab insistence on the 'hon-existence

of Israel," which is but a hoax of imperialism.
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The YSA' Trotskyite Hoadhlnck

tn Progress*

We are at a critical moment in the struggle for peace. The invasion

of Cambodia has unleashed a tremendous movement against the war.

The nrling class is hard at work trying to smash this movement. It
centers its efiorts on trying to split black-white unity and student-labor
unity. To such attacks we must respond by working toward building
the broadest national front against war, racism and repression.

In pursuing this goal, growing numbers of people are becoming

aware of the consistent opposition offered by the Trotskyite Socialist
Workers Party and Young Socialist A1liance. Trotslqyism, which has

for some years been worming its way into the peace movement, has

now emerged as a maior obstacle on the path to progress.

Blnck-Whita UnitE

Unity in our country must begin with black-white unity. On this the
YSA states:

It is among black and other third world peoples that opposition
to the Vietnam war is deepest and tnost massive. As the most op-
pressed section of the American population, blacks and browns face
the brunt of the draft calls, the welfare cutbacks, and the deaths
due to the war. Blacks and browns struggling for liberation in the
U.S. see no interest in dying to suppress the Vietnamese liberation
struggle. Thus it is not surprising that opposition to the Vietnam
war is predominant in most every sector of the black and brown
communities, including the more conservative elements.

This massive opposition to the war has hardly been tapped in
action. (lntroducti,on to the Ywng Socialist Alliance, p. 36.)

No one can have any quarrel with this. These are facts. But given
these facts, how can we explain the fact that black-white unity stands

at a retratively low point in the ffght for peace?

YSA;is at a'loss to explain this. The only explanation they offer is
that:

rThe following article is part of the text of a lecture presented at the Center for
Marxist Education in New York City. The full text will be published as a
pamphlet by the Young Workers Liberation League.

lc
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Although almost every black and third world organization op-
poses the war, no third world organization or group of organi"ations
has either the strength or the political understanding to be able to
tap rthis opposition in action. (lbid, p. 37.)

But this statement is an insult to oppressed peoples, who have
shown by their leadership in struggle after struggle that they can and

do build powerful movements. The problem of Black participation
in the peace movement is not some shortcoming of Black people, but
the wealaresses of whites. On many camPuses throughout the nation,
Black students are refusing to take part in strikes against intervention
in Cambodia and against the murder of the Kent four. These students

demand to know why it is that the peace movement has reacted so

strongly to the murder of four white students but has shown only a
token reaotion to the earlier murder of Black students at Orangeburg,
South Carolina and to the more recent killings of Black people in
Augusta, Georgia and at jackson State College. These Black students
demand that unity be achieved on the basis of equality, on the basis

of a ffght against war anil racism. Unity achieved on this basis is in
the interests of both black and white.

We are not for this abstention of Black people from the peace

struggles. But can anyone deny that their grievance is iust?
The failure of the peace movement to incorporate the ffght against

racism has made the peace ffght more vulnerable to attack and has

built a schism between black and white. To most par,ticipants in the
peace movemen! this is a weakness. For YSA, however, refusal rto take
a stand on this question is a soliiliffed position defended as a principle
and backed by mobilization of its "troops." Thus, the YSA states:

The Vietnam war cuts deeply into the fabric of society, raising a
multitude of fundamental questions about racism, inflation, taxes,

antiJabor legislation, cutbacks in welfare spending, etc. All are inti-
mately tied into the war, which the YSA is the ffrst to explain. But
it would be a different matter for the entire anti-war movement to
adopt a political program which speaks to all these problems of
capitalist society. Would such a program be reformist or revolu-
tionary? In either case it would exclude those who disagreed and
introduce as the basis of the anti-war action the political differences
that are at the basis of cempeting parties and tendencies.

We are against the imposition of a reformist political program on
the anti-war movement, smuggled behind a facade of talk about
becoming more 'iadical" by dealing with other issues. To those
individuals who are interested in taking steps beyond anti-war
activity and are ready for a "multi-issue" organization, we present
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the revolutionary program of the YSA and urge those who agree
with us to join tt e ySe. But we do not try to impose the YSA's
program on the entire anti-war movement. (lbid., p. 39.)

This defense of a refusal to take up the ffght against racism in the
peace movement is a weak one indeed.

YSA argues that taking up the ffght against racism in the peace

movement would split the unity of that movement. Whose unity are

they concerned about? Certainly not the unity between black and
white, for this unity can never be achieved by submerging the ffght

against racism. What they really mean is that taking up the ffght
against racism would splituhites, that unity with Black people must

be weakened so that unity with those who accept racism can be

achieved.
What more glaring capitulation to racism can there be than this?

Not only is the YSA sacriffcing the needs of the Black community, but
it is also weakening the unity among whites. For what weakens anti-
imperialist consciousness among whites more than anti-Communism
and racism?

Does not racism rationalize the build-up of the police? Do not pro-
war candidates unable to defend their pro-war policy get elected on
the basis of racist appeals? Is not the strongest base of the Nixon Ad-
ministration among racist Southerners who are elected time after time?
Are there not Birchite cells in many shops today because they were
organized during the Wallace campaign, and is not the peace move-
ment suffering from this today?

How can these whites be united against the war unless they come
to reject racism, unless they mobilize millions against it in mass strug-
gle?

YSA claims that by bringing in other issues we smuggle reformist
politics into the peace movement. But what is more revolutionary than
black-white unity? What leaves the people more at the mercy of the
ruling class, the reformists and the reactionaries, than refusing to
challenge racism and refusing to build black-white unity of all the
anti-war forces? Does YSAt position not come closest to Senator
Eugene McCarthy's, who wanted to ffght the war but hesitated to
raise anU-racist issues for fear that it would alienate the masses?

Black liberation is so central to the direction of this country that
black-white unity and the ffght against racism must be brought into
every movement, every struggle. Without this, there can be no vic-
tories in the trade union movement, in the student movement, in the
woment liberation movement, and in the peace movement. Is it also
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YSAs view that all these moyements as well should not raise such
questions for fear that they will divide these struggles? This is the
logic of their position.

To raise today the idea that ffghting racism will narrow the move-
ment is a denial of reality. So broad, so sweeping, is the ffght against
racism that even the Congress was forced to vote against two pres-
idential nominees for the Supreme Court because of racism. Can the
peace movement, then, iustify not raising this issueP

Can the continued imposition of this narrow position on the peace
struggle be described in any other way than as a capitulation to racism
and as cowardice before the enemy?

Student-Labor Unifu

The second area of unity which must be achieved is that between
students and labor.

The ruling class is now doing its utmost to portray the peaco
movement as a student movement anil to portray the workers as
hawks. They know that the workers will decide the question, and
they are trying to polarize them in a pro-war direction. Therefore,
what more pressing question exists today than building the unity of
students and labor, what more pressing question confronts the peace
movement than building rank-and-ffle trade union committees against
the war?

It is precisely this task that Young Workers Liberation League
has singled out as a central aspect of its program. But the YSA repudi-
ates this goal and heaps scorn on those who aim to accompliih it.
Speaking of the League, they state:

This 'hew" organization is supposed to reflect the CPt current
turn towards "industrial concentration" (sending its members into
heavy industry) by being a "working class" organization. The state-
ment oJ principles published in the name of the "Temporary Organ-
izing Committee for a New Marxist-Leninist Youth Organization"
contains no mention of either the war in Vietnam or the student
movement, although it does detail many programmatic points. This
'turn" towards the workers represents nothing more than a retreat
by the CP and its youth from the living struggles of today, and an
attempt to remove themselves from a movement in which the over-
whelming majority of the activists have totally rejected the CPt re-
formist lne. (lbid., p. 11.)

What kind of revolutionary movement, what kind of working-class
organization is it tliat talks of working among workers as a retreat
from struggle?
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The YSA says that the living struggle of today is among students.

So middle-clrr, ,r" they in their composition, so far removed are they

from the yearnings of the working class, that they cannot see what is

before them. Throughout the nation, strikes are exploding. These

strikes are for more wages. They are a direct reaction to the rising

cost of living resulting primarily from the war policy. The General

Electric *ork"r, went i.rt for three months, fiving from hand to mouth

and trying to feed their families without pay. Is this any less militant
than students on strike? The teamsters are now on strike, the auto

workers will probably go out, the rubber workers will probably go

out.
Throughout the country there is literally a revolt aaginst the new

tax burden imposed upon the workers to pay for the war. There are

growing movements against the cuts in spending in education, housing,

welfare. This is how the war is directly affecting the working class.

What more important task is there than for those in the peace

struggle to work 
"*orrg 

workers in order to show the tie between these

struggles and the peace movement? Even liberals on the campus see

this as a necessiry. But the Young "Socialist" Alliance tal}s of tjris as

a "retreat" from tlle living struggles of today.
It demands that the peace movement not relate the war to the direct

ways in which it is affecting our people. They say that to do so would

split the movement. But who can fail to support the ffght against the

war "austerity" program? Millions of workers are already in this ffght,

and now it is only a question of linking these struggles up.

If the peace movement refuses to tie the ffght against the war with
the ftght for improved living conditions in the U.S. then what mean-

ing can be given to the concept that this is a war which hurts aII the
American people, that it is a rich man's war fought at the expense of
the workersP

"Trurwitional Demand{

The Trotskyites say that to tie the ffght against the war with the day-
to-day needs of the people is reformist and would be exclusionary.
What they really mean is that it would exclude them because they
fear the ffght for all but a few very advanced reforms, which they call
transitional demands. Trotsky enumerated what he meant by transi-
tional demands when he said:

The Trotskyites say that to tie the ftght against the war with the day-

a well elaborated transition program, i.e. on a system o{ measures
with which the workers' at d' peasants' government can assure the
transition from capitalism to socialism. (Trotsky, Whither France,
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cited in: Fascisn: Whnt lt is, How to Fight ff, Merit, 1969.)

Thus, the unity of the movement is only legitimate when it is
established on the highest level on demands which have one foot in
socialism. AII other levels of unity are incorrest and lead to helping
the liberals.

Thus Pete Seidman states in an article in the Young Soci,alist, Nov-
ember 1969:

The Stalinists of the Communist Party advocate multi-issue
demonstrations which can serye as a bridge to support for the pro-
grams of reform Democrats. They are hostile to the left-wing of
the movement, the Student Mobilization Committee. because they
do not want to see the anti-war movement develop in the direction
of mass independent political action; they have long abandoned
that perspective.

(This is truly an incredible statement when one considers that only
before we were told that multi-issue demonstrations will narrow the
peace movement. Now we are told that even the reform Democrats
want it. It is clear from all this duplicity that the real ones who can-
not support a multi-issue peace front are the Trotslqyites themselves. )

Thus, in the view of the Trotskyites, raising .the way this war affects
the people, bringing in demands against racism, infation, taxes, anti-
labor legislation, cutbacks in spending, all strengthen the reformists.
Only'transitional demands," in their opinion, cannot be co-opted.

Of course, such a position is nonsense. The reforrnists do not want
to expand the issues of struggle, and do so only when under extreme
pressure. Quite to the contrary, they want to limit them to as few as

possible, like the YSA. This is why the people have had to push the
McCarthys to take a clearer stand on racism. For he also refused to
link racism with the war, iust like the'Irotskyites.

By tying the nitty-gritty problems of the people with the war, we
are expanding the front, broadening and deepening the struggle, unit-
ing black and white, student and worker. The reformists fear tlis as
much as do the Trotskyites.

The Trotskyites and the reformists attempt to narrow down the
issues because both have a liberal understanding of capitalism.

The liberals believe that capitalism can solve the problems of the
people. This influences their style of struggle. They want to stay on
safe grounds, within safe bounds. They fear mass unity which might
get out of hand, they fear raising too many issues so that no one can
conclude that the whole system is at stake. They fear unity of black
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and. white, student and worker, for they fear that it will build such a

strong alliance that they could not control it.
ThL Trotskyites, like liberals, also believe that capitalism really can

co-opt and meet many of the iust demands of the people. To over-

come this, they try to single out only a few demands that they beJieve

to be unco-optab1e. To carry this out, they make sure rthat they
dominate any united front. The net effect is the same as the liberals.

They refuse to tie the demands of workers with those of students. the
demands of the Black liberation movement with those of the peace

struggle. In this way, they inhibit the development of socialist con-

sciousness, they narrow and split the unity of the peoplg aud rely
mainly on the students.

Thus, the "Leftism" of the Trotskyites is only a new form of liberal'
ism.

Elactoral Tactics

We are now entering an important election campaign. It is important
because it is an opportunity to give a rebuff to the hawks and racists.

It is important because it is an opportunity to smash the false notion
of a silent pro-Nixon maiority. A rebufi in this election, especially
considering the present maneuvers going on in Congress such as the
amendment to end the war, will improve the possibilities of forcing
the ruling class to withdraw from Vietram and Southeast Asia.

To accomplish such a victory in these elections will require power,

and power means unity, Indeed, a new level of independence and
unity is one of the most signiffcant things that could come out of this
election. The Trotskyites say that they are for such unity, but clearly
their electoral policies do not reflect it.

During elections, millions of people are drawn into the issues of
the day. They listen extra hard to different arguments. During such
periods, masses often move quicHy in one direction or another.

During such times, alliances that will continue on afterwards can

often be more easily built.
Elections are not separate from other activities. Rather, electoral

tactics are reflections of general tactics and strategy.
Thus, if one truly stands for unity, then at such times particularly,

we must ffght for a broad alliance of the Peace, national liberation
and advanced labor movements based upon common agreement. That
common agreement cannot today be on the basis of socialism or
only on the basis of 'transitional demands," but it can be on the
basis of seeking defeat for war, racism, repression, and anti-Iabor
attacla. Such an alliance can block fascist reaction and open up new
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possibilities for the socialist movement.
Druing such elections, socialists must run their own segislisf candi-

dates who will present a full attack on the system. But if one truly
fights for unity, ,then these campaigns are run in such a way as to
enhance and not weaken the broader alliance. Such tactics are the
Iiving embodiment of the concept that the Left has no interests
which contradict the ftght for peace and against racism and reaction.

All of this is completely reiected by the YSA and the SWP. Duing
the 1968 elections, the YSA and SWP attacked every attempt to build
a broad unity against the war and racism. When some on the Left
proposed a King-Spock ticket, the Trotskyites attacked it by drawing
out every criticism they had of K;ing and Spock. True, many criti-
cisms could be made of eitler candidate. The question, however,
was not who could be found that was free of any weaknesses. If
we Communists were to search for that, we would only be satisffed
with our own can&dates. Indeed, every group would be most
satisffed with its own candidates. But the question was: could any
candidate representing a united end-the-war and end-the-repression
movement be brought forward? Of course, this would mean compro-
mises. But such compromises would in fact strengthen the movement.

If the Trotskyites thought that these two candidates were not the
ones, then they had the responsibility to help ffnd others. But they
refused to do so, because they were not merely against these candi-
dates but opposed any catdidates that did not stand on socialism and
the few 'transitional demands" they see as being safe from co-
optation, They opposed the unity of the anti-fascist movement.

In an article in the Young Socialist in November 1967, the Trotsky-
ites state:

The key problem with the King-Spock ticket is that despite its
'independence" from the two major capitalist parties, it does not
represent a breach with capitalist politics. Neither King's nor
Spock's programs challenge the capitalist system.

While the YSA likes to make it appear that they oppose only
non-socialist candidates, the fact is that they oppose any united
front which they do not directly control. Thus, the Young Socialist
of October 1968 states:

Some of these people are looking to the Peace and Freedom
Party as a genuine break from capitalist politics and as a revolu-
tionary alternative to the capitalist political parties. However,
we as Young Socialists think that the PFP is not a real revolu-
tionary alternative. Moreooer ue feel thflt it is an obstacle to
buil.d,ing such a portu,
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The YSA and SWP hide their attacks on the united front concept

by arguing that they are breaking people away from the capitalist
parties and reformist thinking. But in reality, the SWP and YSA

aid only the ruling class both in its extreme reactionary and liberal
reformist forms.

The Trotslcyites argue that the blocking of an independent third
ticket, such as the King-Spock ticket, actually strengthens socialism
and weakens reformism. Nothing could be further from the truth.
The masses of people did not, do not today, see a socialist form
as the mass form to express their opposition to the present reactionary
drive. The defeat of a united front independent ticket in 1968 guaran-
teed that the peace and national liberation forces had no place to
go except to the two parties, had no place to go except to rely on

the Kennedyt and McCarthyt. Thus the Trotskyite position resulted
only in tying the hands of the masses more closely to the liberals.

By removing any real independent mass form of electoral pressure,

they allowed the pressure to be exerted only from the Right, thus
allowing the liberals to freely move to the Right' Thus the Trotskyite
position weakened the independence of the masses. But the greatest

crime of the Trotslcyite position was that they aided the extreme

Right wing in the form of Wallace.
The Trotskyites like to charge others with a "lesser of the two

evils" policy in elections. But in fact their policies promoted just such

an outcome. The Trotskyites purposely contributed to the sabotage

of a broad alliance against war and racism in the 1968 elections, and
will do the same in 1970 if they are allowed to.

Some people think that the divisive policies of the Trotskyites
may be just a mistake, a temporary error which will soon be corrected
after some experience. However, a deeper look shows this to be com-
pletely untrue.

The divisive policies of the Trotskyites are not temporary qualities,

but go back to Trotkyt fundamental writings, the works that the
YSA and SWP base themselves upon. Thus, these policies cannot be

corrected short of disowning Trotsky as a basis of political outlook.

Other Rea.dings on Trotskgism:

Hyman Lumer, "The Fight Against Trotskyism," Political Affairs,

September 1969. (Also issued as a pamphlet iby New Outlook Pub-

lishers, New York, price 20 cents. )
A. Basm,anov, "The Role of Trotskyism in ,the Modern World,"

Political Affairs, March 1970.

The article continues:

...the"minimumprogram"isdesignedtobeasolutiontothe
p-UfL* Lf keept g toletf,er the "dispiate and clashing ideologies"

i"itt il the PFP-. It- is iupposed to be a statement of the points of

agreement among theselorces. But what does this mean in prac-

iiE"i g""rr6e thJdisagreements are so fundamental, the "minimum

p-g**' means that 
-everyone accepts-the least common denomi-

-""i[r,'f.. the liberal Democrats' 
"riti"isms 

of the system's ugliest

aspects.

Thus, the Trotskyites oppose a broad united democratic front,

oppose a Left front, oppoi" any front which is not controlled by

th6*. Not only do they- oppose it, but they do their best to split

it whenever it comes into being. Thus the YSA states in its 1966

resolution: "We counterpose a socialist program to any,peace cam'

paign based on a capitalist program." And it addsr "It is also extreme-

iy inportant that w1 rrrpp-ort "tl 
campaigns for all genuinely inde-

Pendent socialist eandidates, especially w-hen they are counterposed

io liberal politicians or peace 
"andidat"s." 

In this fashion, the Trotsky-

ites make their main enemy not the walmongers but the peace

movement.
This Trotskyite position of no compromises, no alliances, and of

splitting such-alliances when they occur masquerades as Maxism-

ierirrirt, but in fact it was repudiated by Lenin. Thus, Lenin stated:

To carry ,on a war for the overthrow of the international bour-

nuoiri". a war which is a hundred times more difficult, protracted

a'nd complicated than the most stubborn of ordinary wars between

,i"i"r, uid to refuse beforehand to maneuver, to utilize the con-

flict of interests (even though temporary) amol-g one's enemies,

to refuse to agree and comlromisE -with 
possible (even though

temporary, ,rritubl", vacillaling, and conditional) allies-is not

this-ridiculous in the extreme? . .

The more powerful enemy can only-be vanquished.bV exerting

the utmost elort, and by ihe most thorough, careful, -attentive,
and skillful obligatorg use of every, even the smallest 'iiff' among

the enemies, eo5ry antagonism of interests among the b_ourgeoisie

of various countries *t J 
"*o.tg 

the various groups and types of
bourgeoisie within the various eountries, and also-by laking advan-

tage-of every, even the smallest, opportunity-of gaining.a mass

,liy, 
".rut 

though this ally be tempoiary, vacillating, unstable, un-

,"frft", and c;nditional. Those who fail to understand this, _fail
to understand even a particle of Marxism, or of scientilc, ryoderrr
socialism in general. (-*Left-win{ comnru.nism: An lnfantile Dis-
order,Irteiational Publishers, New York, 1940, p. 52')
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The Blark Panther Party and the

Black Liheration Struggle

The rise and development of the Black Panther Parg must be
examined not only in the tight of the political scene in the United
States, but also in that of the world-wide impact of the socialist
states on intemational progressive thought and action, the growing
national liberation struggles in Africa, Asia, Latin America and
the U.S.A., and the universal struggles o{ organized labor to better
its conditions. It is only within this broad canvas that a clear perspec-

tive on the Black Panther Party is possible.
Struggles against the savage war-provoking machinations that

brought on Korea, Vietnam and Cambodia, against racism with its
murderous police terror, against the usurpation and subversion of
political power that is the essence of imperialism, are sharpening,
deepening and becoming more effective. They are being studied by
tfrousands in the Black liberation movement.

On every continent progressive forces opposing the penetration of
American capital are challenging its nationalisrn and racial chauvinism.
The outlook for Black Americans grows better as the cry 'Yankee,

go Home' resounds around the world and reveals new allies for
those ffghting genocidal racism. Even in the llnited Nations councils,
where U.S. satellites and puppets once were dominant, peace advo-

cates are now in the ascendancy. Racism is being systematically fought
in this international body.

Reaction in the U.S.A., guided by its imperialist overlords, no longer
occupies the commanding heights it held when Winston Churchill
invited it to play the lead in a "cold war" drama calculated eventually
to crush the peace forces and governments of the socialist world.
U.S. foreign policy exposes its moral bankruptcy, political cupidity and

economic instability.
On the home front, U.S. imperialism confronts a series of deepening

internal crises. For none of these can it ffnd an answer that offers

the masses any hope of a better tomorrow.

Growing Impact of Black Liberation

Every phase of the difficulties imperialism confronts is aggravated

and worsened by virtue of the widening scope of the Black liberation
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struggles. The speciffc weight of this movement within these crises
must be seriously evaluated. Racism weighs heavily on every social
crisis in rthe U.S.A. Few reserves of forces for progress have advanced
so rapidly to a position of such political importance as has this Black
liberation struggle. It has many currents and trends, but in its
totality it graphically reveals the damning hypocrisy of the fascist-
minded rulers of ,the U.S.A. and &e fact that terror dominates every
feature of the government's relations with Black Americans. Now
monopoly capital ofiers to help create a Slack Economy' and would
perhaps, for disunity pu{poses, support a separatist movement as well.

Programmatically, ideologically and organizationally, the Black
liberation movement is having a far-reaching impact on American
life. Although this has always been the case, it is now more so than
ever. As our Party has asserted on many occasions, 

*the Bla.ck h,bera'

tion mooement is the Achill.ei heel of American imperialism."
A more than superffcial uaderstanding of this truism imposes a

momentous responsibility upon those who are leaders of the struggles
developing within these crisis areas. They have an historic responsi-

bility, in every instance, to make interrelationship with the Black
liberation movement a center of organizational effort. These struggles

will reach their most efiective political levels only when black-brown-
red-yellow-white unity against the oppressor is realized. This is the
essence of the coalition that is needed on all fronts'

American imperialism counts on maintaining the historic split along
the color-line which it has achieved through centuries of vicious
racist preachment and practices in all avenues of life. From this split,
it is not surprising that the illogical illusion that Black people and otherc
of color must "go it alone" should take hold in some places. The bour-
geois ideologists have drawn ;this monstrous further-splitting false-
hood to their bosoms.

It is vital to challenge those who give voice to such false argu-
ments at the very time that the ffght for the uniffcation of all forces
of the Black liberation movement is a major factor in the struggle
tor "a coalition against reaction on all fronts." Without this unity no
permanent victory can be attained. Knowledge of rthis truism adds to
the desperation with which reaction seeks to widen and deepen the
split by raising seemingly insoluble ideological issues, among them
the role of the Communist PartY.

The Communist Party oceupies a place of profound historical im-
portance in tlie Black liberation struggle. The facts may be distasteful
to some, but they are also irrefutable. It is the Communist Party
which, in the late 1920t, took the Black liberation movement out
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of the morass in which it was foundering and put it on a seientiffc

platform. That platform was based upon the science of society'

its planks were hewn out of American experiences, out of what

bouigeois ideologists call the "American way of life." It was not of

foreigu extraction. The science was a universal science governing

social development on a world scale. To deny the Black man use of a
universal science is to deny him an equal place in the universe.

It is to endorse the false theory of superior and inferior peoples.

It is the communists who revealed the link that bound the

freedom struggles of Black men, women and. youth with all- other

progressive ro"iul rt.rrggles of labor_ and other progressive forces.
^ liis the Communists who exposed those machinations of monopoly

capital in school, church, politics, industry and culture which gave a

shadow of legitimacy to the myths of white superiorrty, thus tuming

education int-o miseducation and humanism into dehumanism'

It is the communists who have exposed the fact that the myths of

white superiority are of ruling-c1ass origin, of capitalist extraction, and

not of *hit" d"riortion as such. It is a white ruling class that has sub-

verted the media of education and prostituted those in high places

of authority.
It is the Communists whose analysis of racism as a weapon of mo-

nopoly exposed it as a weapon of terror, of force and violence by gov-

ernment, leading to fascism, a police state and war.

It is the Communists who explained the historic class role of labor

and the why and wherefore of the corruption of much of its leadership

by the present ruling class'

Bourgeois ideologlsts, indoctrinated with hatred for a science they

did not comprehend and the myths of white superiority which they
were paid to accept, declared Communism to be extremely harmful to
Black nationals in particular. At the same time, they iustiffed the sec-

ond-class citizenship of peoples of color on an anti-scientiffc, racist

basis. Upper-class aspirations of Black intellectuals and their righteous

desires to see their people living better, led many of them to espouse

an anti-scientiffc approach to the Black liberation struggles. But the

truth of American history is that the Black man has at every vital
moment in the development of this social order, fought for the expan-

sion of democracy. And in this he has, with the exception of the Civil
War, always been in opposition to the position of capitalismt spokes-

men on the Black question'

Rise of tlw Bl'ack Pantlwrs

Today the Black liberation movement, impelled by favorable obiec-
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tive conditions and a natural reaction to tyranny, moves as a force

to a central point in the anti-racist, anti-war struggle against U'S'

imperialism. Ii is into this pioture tl-rat the Black Panthers have moved

* irr" of the most dlmamic forces for national liberation'

Emerging in the i'all of 1966 from the most depressed sections of

trr" p"ul"_fidden Black ghetto of oakland, california, the Black Pan-

tler'farty for Self-Defense has in a remarkably short -time 
been

;;J;ti, leadership to an extremely signiftcant force in the political

battles against Ameri-can reaction' Frenzied top governmental agents

h"rr" 
"orritlrrrrously 

sought the extermination of the Black Panther

leadership and the destruction of its Party'

Hundrids of Panther leaders have been and continue to be framed.

and railroaded to prison. Many of these have been sentenced to

ioog priro, terms. 
'some ,thirty'have been murdered in cold blood

bv thuss in police uniform, many in murder raids on homes and

.h"", Zf prritt"r leaders.. A score of Panther leaders have been

driven into exile'-The 
bail ffxed for arrested militants is fantastically exorbitant,

**kirg political prisoners 'out of them even before they are tried

;;d *;6""ed. Trlak for allegecl murder have been organized in all

sections of the counky, whill the racist-inspired news media seek

il [r";"ar* public opirrio, not only -against the Panthers but also

,g#ri the rfohteous 
-demands of "colored' nationals. The situation

is"such that m-en of repute in national life have declared that in their

belief Black militants^ cannot secure a fair trial in a court in the

United States.-J.-fa*";-Hoover, 
head of the FBI whose record of protection of

*rrrd"ro-o, racists is notorious, now oalls the Panthers "Enemy

Number one." Thus he proclaims the intenti,on of the forces of

reaction to continue and io step up their persecution. The aim is

i" ,piiitfr" national liberation movement, alienate its friends and lay

a basis for building a white racist blacklash'

what social phenomena brought the Black Panther Party into being?

First of all, ihe complete failure of city, state and federal govem-

ments to protect and 
-enforce 

those constitutional provisions -which

""pr"tt 
tfr" rights of Black citizens or to respect their dignity as human

beings.--i"Zorraly, 
the police brutality, unrestricted and officially endorsed

in the naml of iaw and order," by which violation of the rights of

Black citizenry was carried into life'
Thirdly, the deep emotional and political frustrations brought on by

the failure of white labor leadership and white liberals to recognize
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not only the political validity of the demands of Black people for
equality nous but also the inseparable relation of those demands to
the entire American political scene and how white mass support to
them would revitahze national morality and check the process of
dehumanization.

Fourth, a determination on the part of Black youth to fight racism
in its own way regardless of the price it might have to pay.

This last development had a logic of its own. It came out of the
failure fully to understand that to save black, brown, red and yellow
Americans from the destructive ravages of genocide and racism, the
whole of the U.S. had to be saved from the menace of imperialism.

Objective conditions were ripe for the emergence of the Black
Panther Party. Its birth, the development of its ideological outlook and
political program are unique in the annals of the magniffcent battles
Black liberation ffghters have waged in the U.S.A. It did not come onto
the stage of history as &d the National Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People, piloted by the Black middle class and a white
liberal bourgeoisie that dictated policy. The Black Panthers came from
the very bowels of the ghettds deprived and harassed youth pro-
pelled by intolerable conditions of life. This emergence testiffes to
the fact that the Black communities, Black ghettos, politically and
otherwise warped and stunted in their growth by the foul plague
racism had foisted upon them, contain unsurpassable heroic reseryes
for the mounting struggle against U.S. imperialism.

From Self-Defense to Political Struggle

When this youthful Black leadership moved into the arena of organ-
ized political struggle it believed that police tenor, if sharply chal-
lenged, could readily be brought to an end. It was, however, to ffnd
through struggle that the police are not an independent social force.
It was to ffnd the police are, as the Communist Party has declared,
an agency of government and terror, a weapon used to brutalize all
who will not passively accept violation of their inalienable and con-
stitutional rights. That brutalization is also exercised against those
whites who recognize this inseparable relationsip with "colored'
citizenry.

Racism had been carried to genocidal p oportions in Oakland. Large
numbers of Black people had migrated there during World War II
from Louisiana, Texas and other points South. The shipbuilding indus-
try gave work to thousands. The end of the war saw thousands ruth-
lessly thrust iobless into the streets. In peacetime iobs in the aircraft
factories that opened up, Black workers were the last to be hired.
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Thousands of Black workers found themselves among the unemployed

and almost totally ignored by crty, state and federal governments when

relief was doled out to the poor.
During the second World War imperialist ideologists had loudly

proclaimed that American imperialism was out to destroy *re murder'
ous racial practices of the ruling class of ,the German Reich as well as

to smash its leadership. Some Nazi war criminals, who had borrowed
heavily frorn the besrt racist arsenal of America's mling class, were

condemned, tried and punished. Justice Robert ]ackson, the American
prosecutor, made a high-sounding condemnation of bigotry and racism

in his opening remarks at the Nuremberg ttials. U.S. imperialists and

racists signed the charter of the united Nations. The Government

again formally committed itself to end racism, reaffirming constitu-

tional and legislative pledges its leaders never meant to keep. Ameri-
can imperialism had no intention of putting an end to tts genocidal

racist practices. They were extremely profftable.
Millions of Black Americans who did not yet understand the rapa-

cious character of capitalist society were once more deluded. Many

believed that the American brand of racism was also to be a target
of the war crimes trial. They did not reahze that racism was inherent

in capitalism. Nor did they appreciate how deeply racism had been

rooted in American political soil, They did not understand the nature

or scope of the struggle that had to be waged against it nor did they

see that stmggle as one for country and mankind, from which they
could not abstract themselves.

The situation in Oakland was worse than in many other places be'
cause the war and the depression before it brought an influx of politi-
cally backrrard white southerners whose early life had literally been

steeped in the myths of white superiority' White ideologists began by
painting anew a picture of Black Americans as a shiftless, cowardly
people with incurable criminal tendencies, as terrorists. Such a picture

was even more acceptable to those whites now that the ffght for iobs
had been sharpened,

Labor had done little or nothing to help its rank and ftIe understand

the eomplexities of racial persecution and the menace of racism as

a splitting force. The leadership of white labor, bought off or duped

by the "Establishment," ignored the democratic demands of Blacks

even though these demands clearly refected the needs of all labor.

Communists had called for unity in struggle of black and white.
They spoke sharply of the menace of racism. But reaction had launched

a systematic and persistent anti-Communist crusade in the ghetto' It
had efiect mainly because it was picked up by Black middle-class
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leaders who felt their existing organizations challenged by an approach
to struggle which they did not understand, and feared. The leading
Black organization on the liberation front, the NAACP, was under
conscious anti-Communist leadership. It was under the leadership of
white philanthropists and their Black sycophants. It was not able to
wage a class battle for the rights of Black people or for labor's unity
with them. The leadership of the Black Panther Party of Self-Defense
stepped into what seemed to be a political vacuum.

But a program of self-defense, no matter how militant in and of
itself, gets an oppressed people nowhere. The police of an oppressor
class uses force and violence under the direction of business and politi-
cal leaders who label that official terror "law and order."

T oward M arxism-Leninism

From its contact with Marxist-Leninism, the Black panther leader-
ship quickly recognized this structural setup. The party's name was
changed. 'For Self-Defense" was dropped from the title. The party,s
outlook was broadened. It now became a more effective weapon for
self-defense, precisely because it sought a line of offensive activities
that could, if consistently pursued, put an end to police terror. It now
began to see the historical necessity to remove the racists from the
seat of power in the economic and political life of the country. That
Party had taken a leap forward in its theoretical outlook. But mastery
of the science it espoused is not an easy matter.

The Black Panther Party called itself a Marxist-guided organization.
It made the study of Marxism-Leninism compulsory among the leading
cadre. It called a Conference against Fascism. This step was unprec-
edented in the history of the Black liberation struggle. The panihers
did not, however, lift the Black liberation movement to an interna-
tional level. The communist Party had already done that. Black and
white communists had stood up in intemational bodies to proclaim the
inseparable relation of the struggle of Black people in the U.S. to all
freedom struggles.

The Black liberation struggle no less needs the guidance of a science
than does every other liberation struggle. social revolution is a science,
as the communists have said many times. A science, to be creatively
ys9{, h"4s to be mastered and the science guiding revolution must of
historical, ngcessity be a universa-I science. That science is Marxism-
teninism, as history has proved.
' For the ffrst time in the history of rthe Black liberation struggle an
exclusively Black-led political parry had sought the aid of science in
its efforts to ftnd a solution to a problem provoked by the avarice, lust
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and murderous greed of the system of society in which it functioned.
To adopt a social science as a guiding line in the struggle for libera-

tion is a far-reaching forward step. Those who are able to take such a
step at once become a menace insofar as the exploitert analysis goes.
At the same time, such a group deserves the respect and serious politi-
cal attention of all who regard themselves as revolutionists. Foi that
reason the Black Fanther Parfy deserves the closest constructive atten-
tion and aid that can be given by all forces in the revolutionary ranks.

The vocal espousal of a science and its political and ideologicar appli-
cation, however, are two difierent matters. It is not difficult to see that
the police are not bosses but servants who have been given a license to
murder all who ffght to put human rights on a plane above that occu-
p_red by property rights. After being arrested by the police and given
the customary beatings, Black Panthers were hailed before the court
to get more than a birdseye view of the capitalist machinery of home
warfare. Confronted by the terror of the Court, before a judge who is
a legal despot with control even over the defense counsel, who is
considered an "officer" of the Court, the Black Panthers did not }rrow
how, even with the science of Marxism-Leninism, effectively to strike
back. The organization had not yet learned from others or through ex-
perience of its own the political power of mass action. It did not fully
appreciate the necessity of relentlessly, systematically and persistently
developing a united. front of struggle.

Soma Erroneous ldeas

__ 
There were among the Panthers those who immediately argued that

'liberation comes out of the barrel of a gun." some who argued this
were honest but had no serious appreciation of the relation of for""r.
They were moved by emotionalism, not science. other were agents
whom the Department of Justice had inspired to ioin the panthers in
order to destroy it, if possible, from within. Moreover, Black panther
leaders were being murdered wholesale by the police.

There is, of course, an element of Marxist-Leninist truth in the asser-
tion that liberation can come out'of the barrel of a gun. But its value
and appiication is determined by the obiective situation, the existing
relationship of forces, and not by emotional fervor. A resort to arms
does not mechanically apply to all situations simply because it may
apply to one, or because the enemy resorts to murder. To attempt im-
plementation of the assertion that liberation comes from guns und.er
today's conditions in the U.s.A is to commit a provocation for which
one will pay dearly. Indiscriminate use of arms is, of course, not to be
confused with self-defense, which may call for resort to arms.

fl
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The Panthers have learned'that neither black nor white America is
ready en masse for the gun as a maior instrument of freedom or for
guerrilla warfare. But it os ready for mass demonstrative action which
is, among other things, marvelous education for further political steps.
For that matter, many of the Black Panther leaders recognized that
an appeal to arms was not on the order of the day. Those who argued
for this provocative step were voted down. But propagation of their
antiMarxist oourse had left its mark on ;the organization. It had been
an aid to bloodthirsty Black-hating police and a detriment to Black
Panther development and the liberation struggle. Instead of clarity,
it brought confusion.
' There were among the Panthers those who believed that the use of
vulgar and obscene language makes the words of a platform or street
speaker more effective. For a revolutionary, words are weapons tJrat
inspire, ennoble and galvanize into action, They are not something
with which to titilate or to arouse to an orgy of passion. Words can
alienate or educate and endear. They can sign people off or on. The
Panther top leadership has come out against vulgarity when used for
the pulpose of securing a laugh or exciting an emotional spasm. But
again an alien thesis has been introduced into their generally progres-
sive program of action. These lessons from life are of far-reaching
value if seriously studied. They add to the arsenal of liberation
struggles.

The weaknesses of the Black Panther Party on the ideological and
programmatic fronts are now weaknesses of glowth and not of deteri-
oration. However, if not systematically and persistently combatted they
can lead to deterioration.

It has been asserted by some within the Black Panther Party that:
"Ihe world of Marxism-Leninism has become a iungle of opinion in
which conflicting interpretations from Right revisionism to Left dog-
matism, foist off their reactionary and blind philosophies as revolution-
ary Marxism-Leninism. Around the world and in every nadon, people,
all of whom call themselves Marxist-Leninists are at each other's
throats,"

American imperialism seeks to inject ,this line of thought into the
heads of all who seek a scientiffcally developed program of struggle
against its wars, its neo-colonialism, its racism, its exploitation of the
working class. But one who wishes to be a revolutionary should mark
well the celebrations around the centenary of the birth of Vladimir
Ilyich Lenin which so recently took place in Moscow, to say nothing
about studying the theoretical conference on "Leninism and Contem-
poraneity" which took place in Prague late in 1969.
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- Representatives of Marxist-Leninist thought were present at both
from most of the countries of the world. And to the dismay of world
imperialism the voices of the representatives of the Marxist-Leninist
Parties of the world were almost as one. Gus Hall, General secretary
of the Communist Party of the IJ.S.A., speaking in Moscow, said among
other things:

The revisionist opponents of ,Marxism-Leninism have adopted the
typical capitalist tactic of divide and destroy. . . . They ai out to
separate the national liberation struggles from their socialist source
ofstrength....

The attempt is to distort the teachings of Marx and Lenin. Then
geparating them, and by so doing to destroy the science of Marxism-
Leninism.

Gus Hall concluded:

- on this, the centennial of Lenint birth, we can conffdently say to
the vulgar revisionists: your attem_pts are coming too late in history;
your efforts may_ cause.disruption_fiere and ther6. But the ver! proc-
esses of life and the class struggle have condemned yo, to iailure.
Marxism-Leninism is the pro""ir of truth. It is indiipe"r"bt" ,ra
indestructible.

The same can be said to the 'Left" sectarians of whom there are
some among the Panthers.

_ 
There are among the leaders of the panthers those who believe that

the united states is already in the throes of fascist terror; they gener-
alize their 

-own 
experiences. That is wrong. Despite tlre fascist-like

nature of the terror from which Black nationals have suffered for a
century and the fascist-like racist terror now rampant, the possibilities
remain to ffght openly for the completion of the Lourgeois-^democra;tic
revolution and its transference into a socialist revolulion. This offers
irrefutable proof that this position drat fascism dominates ,the American
scene is not consistent with reality. The court's reversal of the vicious
decision that had sent Huey Newton, a founder of the panther party,
to prison, is also proof that the trend toward fascism in the u.s.A. can
be successfully fought.

Propagation of the idea that fascism now exists can only weaken the
struggle to destroy fascist trends and for the develop-"rrt of an anti-
fascist coalition. As has been said in the introduition to the lrep
Program of the Comruunist Pattg USA:

wherever one lookq there is struggre in the u.q.A. today. peopre
are on the march. More and more- are engaged. in strulgies for
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peace, for black and brown liberation, for economic advancement.
More and more are seeking fundamental solutions. There is radical-
ization. . .. (P.7.)

Toward a Bla.ck Liberation Front

It cannot be denied that the relentless struggle for equality of rights
and human dignity pursued by the Black Panthers has both awakened
and inspired millions of white youth who, until the emergence of the
Panthers, paid little heed to the dehumanizing efiects of racism on them
or of its effect on natonal morality.

We will ffght increasingly for the constitutional rights of the Black
Panther Par,ty for we know that:

Thlough immediate struggle workers organize and learn the need
to battlelurther. They learn who the enemy is and how to ffght ulti-
mately to the socialist revolution. (lbid, p. 89.)

Class consciousness begins with recognition of the fundamental
community interests of black and white workers. (lbid' p. 73.)

The Black Panther Party is in the process of growth and develop-
ment at a moment when the anti-imperialist struggle sharpens and
deepens. It is on a vital front of that struggle. History demands that all
aid to overcome its weaknesses of growth shall be forthcoming. The
position of the Communist Party USA is in support of history. A wide
diversity of views exists on,the American Left. We are internationalists
with an awareness that the Black liberation struggle is of vital signiff-
cance to the world revolutionary movement. More constructive aid
must be given to the Black Panther Party.

A broad Black Liberation Front including all forces opposed to
racism and the genocidal policies and practices of American imperial-
ism must be created. It should include all oppressed minorities and
should form a coalition confronting the warmongers and racists at all
crisis points.

Communists must play a leading role in the development of t}is
coalition.

Bourgeois "Futurnlngy
I. BESTUZHEV.TADA

" and thE

Future of Mankind
A New Term and, lts Contetrt

The term "futurology' (from the Latir, futurunl, or future, and
the Greek logos, or science) appeared for the 0rst time in 1943 in
the articles of the German sociologist 0. Flechtheim, who emigrated to
the United States long before World War II. Commenting on the
growing number of worls containing social forecasts, he wrote about
the emergence of a new science which, he claimed, was iust coming
into its own-the seience of the future, or futurology. It must be
added that futurology was unambiguously set in opposition to scien-
tiffc communism, though it is common knowledge that it was Marxism
which put the study of social concepts of the future on a scientiftc
footing more than a century ago.

As they worked out the principles of scientific prognostication, Marx
and. Engels carried on an ideological struggle not only against uto-
pianism but ffrst and foremost, against the agnostic approach to
problems of the future common at the time among the leading
bourgeois philosophers, who claimed that it was impossible to make
scientiffc prognostications of social processes. Of great importance
was also the Marxists' struggle against positivism with its empirical
approach to cognition and its denial of the possibility of making
scientiffc forecasts of qualitative changes in the future development
of society.

Later on, Lenin developed the Marxist principles by analyzing the
speciffc features of the epoch of imperialism and socialist revolutions.
His tremendous contribution to the theory of scientiftc prognostica-
tion was related to the theory and practice of socialist planning in
the Soviet Union. It may not be amiss to recall here that the question
of the possibility in principle of forecasting and planning concrete
social processes triggered a worldwide discussion at that time. To
most bourgeois scientists the very idea of such a possibility seemed
fantastic. Now that we are preparing to celebrate Lenin's centenary,
it is particularly appropriate to stress that it was under the direct
impact of his worls that the study of problems of scientiffc prognosti-

* Miroaaga Ekonomika i MezhilunarodnAe Otnosheni,ge, No 11, 1969
English translation f,rolrr Reprints trom the Sotsiet Press.
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cation of concrete social processes as the basis of national economic
planning assumed extensive forms in the USSR at that time. This
evoked a wide response abroad, stimulating public interest in the
problem of mankindt future.

The term "futurology" swept back into use in the early sixties
when the so-called prognosis boom set in in the West. This trend
arose as a result of the development of relatively effective methods
of forecasting social processes and the emergence of hundreds of
large research establishments and departments specializing in prog-
nostication in the development of science, technology, economics,
social relations, the state and the law, domestic and foreign policies,
international relations and further earth and space exploration.

The persistent tendency to look into the fufure, characteristic not
only of a naffow group of scientists, bourgeois politicians and econ-
omic policy-makers, but of the broad public as well, was due to a
complexity of causes. The development of the world socialist system,
which pushed into the foreground the question of the trends and
prospects of the contest between the two world social systems; the
emergence of scores of new states and their search for ways of over-
coming their economic and cultural backwardness; the appearance
of nuclear missile weapons threatening humanity with total destruc-
tion; the technological revolution with its many-sided and contradic-
tory influences on the economy and social relations; the continual
growth of the productive forces and the resultant state-monopoly
regulation of the economy; the population explosion and the pros-
pects of food supplies for the world; ffnally, the accelerated pace of
social development itself and the immense scale of the changes
taking place in the world-all had the effect of sharply stimulating
interest in the future and the demand for social prognostication.

Today the general term 'Tuturology" denotes both a complex com-
bination of speciffc social prognoses and prognostication proper, a
new, gradually developing science of the laws, methods, and ways of
prognostication. The sphere of prognostication has been substantially
broadened to embrace not only economics but demography, the social
implications of 'the technological revolution, politics, etc.

The technique of working out social prognoses (in the above-
mentioned broad sense of the term) has made a great stride forward
in the last five or ten years. Questionnaires, mathemaUcal-statistical
extrapolation, prognosis modeling and other methods borrowed from
the arsenal of contemporary sociology, economy, mathematics and
cybernetics help to make more durable, accurate and reliable prog-
noses. These are less and less often regarded as mere attempts to
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anticipate and foresee future events, although this too is an aspect of
no small importance. The essence of social prognostication is increas-
ingly determined by its special contribution to systematically raising
the level of planning, programming, projecting, and control of social
processes in general. This approach is extremely effective since it
helps save money by optimizing plans, reduces the time spent on their
development, increases the efficiency of technical-economic and
military-political programs, and uses for the purposes of ideological
struggle the keen interest of world public opinion in the problems of
the future of the earth and of mankind.

In the present-day capitalist world futurology has a dual role to play:
ffrst, to participate in working out the economic and political strategy
of imperialism; secondly, to supply new arguments in the ideological
struggle against Communism. A student of futurology must take this
fact into account. A profound critical analysis of contemporary
bourgeois concepts of the future and their exposure are as important
as is a sober appraisal of its effectiveness and a careful and systematic
study of its methods and machinery. It must also be remembered that
prognostication is not just contemplation of the future but a formid-
able two-edged weapon. Superficial criticism which does not go be-
yond scathing epithets can do nothing but harm here. A few serious
Marxist studies have recently appeared containing profound criticisms
of separate aspects of bourgeois futurology. But much still remains to
be done in his ffeld.

Opposing bourgeois futurology is Marxist-Leninist social prog-
nostication, which rests on the solid foundation of dialectical and
historical materialism, on the theory of scientiffc communism, and is
rooted materially in the socialist mode of production, thus opening up
the broadest possibilities for planned development of the economy
and society as a whole. Therein lies the basic advantage of Marxist-
Leninist prognostication over bourgeois futurology. What is needed
is ito make better use of this advantage.

Some Contours of the Future

Studies in social prognostication during the past few years have
brought out some important contours of the world of the next three
decades.

]udging by population prognoses, the world population will nearly
double by the year 2000 and amount to from 6 to 7 billion (6,129,-
734,000 according to the mean vdrsion of the prognosis drawn up by
UN experts), compared with 3.5 billion at the present time.

Scientiffc and technical prognoses suggest that mankind will then
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be consuming at least ffve times as much energy as today (26 to 30
billion tons of ideal fuel compared to 5.9 billion tons in 1965, accord-
ing to the estimate made by some Soviet economists).

A power{u1 energy basis will make it possible to develop new raw
material resources in new regions, including minerals to be found
occurring in the deep layers of the earth's crust or on the world ocean
floor. Production of all kinds of natural and synthetic materials, prob-
ably even synthetic materials with pre-determined properties, from
the practically unlimited reseryes of inorganic materials will grow in
scope.

The further progress of automation in industry, building, agri-
culture, transport and communications, plus the new abundance of
fuel, energy and raw material reserves, is capable in principle, as can
be seen from the data of scientiffc-technical and socioeconomic prog-
nosis, of bringing about a sharp increase in the production of material
goods as well as a further reduction in working hours. In any case,
the number of automatic production lines, shops, factories, fully auto-
mated building enterprises, transport and communications systems,
livestock and crop growing farms, must grow considerably over the
next few decades. All these enterprises will be able to produce several
times more than at present without expanding their physical space
and with a considerably reduced work force.

Agriculture especially will be in a position to produce several times
more foodstu$s than today. According to estimates by Soviet scientists,
if the advanced agricultural techniques of today were applied to the
areas cultivated throughout the world at present, it would be possible
to provide food for about 10 billion people. Even as things stand, the
Ievel of production could be surpassed several times over with exist-
ing achievements of agricultural science and technology, as may be
seen from the record yields already being secured. Besides, the tilled
areas can be considerably expanded. Finally, the seas and oceans con-
tain abundant food resources that are not yet fully utilized, not to
mention the very real prospects held out by experiments already
under way in the production of synthetic fodder and food.

On the whole, the gross per capita national product throughout the
world will grow by at least 2.5 to 3 times by the year 2000.

Such are some of the conceivable contours of the world of to-
moffow in the light of contemporary prognostication data. The details
of 

'these 
contours continue to serve as an object of scientiffc discussion.

But on the whole the prospects described above have been more or
less accepted by the maiority of experts.

The question arises, however, whether these prospects will be real-
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ized. This will depend on the concrete socioeconomic and political
conditions in which the world will develop in the second half of the
20th century, in other words, it will depend on the trends and pro-

spects of development of the general crisis of capitalism, the worlil
revolutionary process, socialist and communist construction in the
socialist countries, and the competition between two social systems

in rthe world arena. Naturally, on this score the data of Marxist and

bourgeois social prognosis are diametrically opposed to one another.

Basic Trenils of Bourgeois Futurologg
In analyzing bourgeois futurology, the idea must be reiected that

it is homogeneous and all of a piece. In the ffrst place there are differ-
ences, if one may put it so, in the genres of futurology. In this respect
it divides into at least three groups of works that differ radically from
one another.

One group comprises works on prognostication as such-that is, the
methodology, methods, problems and other theoretical questions of
prognostication. Actually these are not prognoses (through they may

be used as illustrations) but works about prognosis-about those who
make the forecasts (i.e., scientiffc establishments and their output),
what they prognosticate (problems of social prognoses) and, most
important of all, how prognoses are made (methods of prognostica-

Uon). Among the most important works in the genre mention may

be made of bools by Bertrand de Jouvenel, Daniel Bell, OIaf Helmer,
Erich ]antsch, and Fred L. Pollack'

Another group includes books and articles which contain the ideas

on the future of scientists and writers who are not necessarily prog-
nostication experts. This group comprises the overwhelming maiority
of "futurologicaf'works. Strictly speaking, they too are not prognoses

in the most modern sense, but simply attempts to anticipate and to
foresee certain social phenomena of the future based either on the
experience and intuition of the authors or on information obtained
from scientiffc and popular science literature. But it would be a mis-

take to underestimate these men's work on such grounds: as a rule, it
contains-although often in a raw embryonic form-scientiffc hypo-
theses which later make up the nucleus of concepts of the future in
comprehensive up-to-date scientiffc forecasts.

Outstanding among the works of this type publishecl in the nineteen

fffties and sixties are the world-famous works of N. Wiener, ]. Thom-
son, F. Baade, A. Clarke, O. Flechtheim, J. Fourastie, D. Gabor, R.

Jungk, K. Jaspers, C. von Weizsacker, and others. (We do not touch
here upon the works of J. D. Bernal and other Western Marxist
scientists, which merit special attention.)
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Finally, the third group includes the contemporary sociar forecasts

proper, i.e., the scientiffc output of specialized research establish-
ments, which takes the form of individual, or more often collective,
development of.prognostic models of various sociar phenomena basedon opinion polls taken among experts, questioniaires distributed
among speciffc social groups, complex extrapolation of statistical in-
formation with the application of a-number of theories of mathematics
and cybemetics (thetheory of p-robability, the theory of games, etc.),
analyses of a mass of patent iiformation and otler dociments, etc.
As has already been said, prognoses of this kind are not an end in
themselves but serve to substantiate plans, programs, projects, and
general decisions pertaining to the control of roJid proiesres. They
play a decisive role particularly in the system of "plalning-program-
ming budgeting" widely practiced in the west in the aElmpts to
control economic development under state-monopoly capitalism.

Most of the output of this sort is intended for a crose Jrcre of ex-
perts or is kept secret. Among the published works, the best_known
forecasts, are those prepared by gro"ps of prominent Western experts
on the development of the economies of the united states, Britain,
France, and West Germany.

- 
Of coursg any attempt to outline ttre anatomy, as it were, of futur-

ology-an ulb*pt, to my mind, necessary for the'underst*aio! of ttre
complicated and contradictory bourg"oi, 

"orr""pt 
of the futuie-is in

a sense an abstraction. In reality, the situation ii much more complex
because "pure" forms of any of the genres are seldom met with. More
often one and the same 

_work contalns prognoses, the author,s specu_
lations on the future, and resumes of foiecalts that have already been
made.

As regards the content of the concepts of the future, three main
trends-may be distinguished here too. Frevairing amongth"* is the
one which unreservedly supports the thesis tha"t capitilism will not
only survive the 20th century but witl be capable & overcoming its
inherent contradictions in the future as well-ith the aid. of the cur-
rent scientiftc and technological revorution. The authors of these
theories ugu{]r portray the future of ithe capitalist world (in which
they simply "dissolve" the,world socialist systlm) in bright, tptimistic
:olo1.. $ sgcial ujopia of eternar capitarism-such is ,[" g',i of the
trend which for the sake of brevity may tentativery be cailed apolo-
getic. As an illustration we may take any of the works enumerated in
tlre last group (it is no secret that a[ of them catry a deffnite propa-
ganda load and some, particularly the forecasr, Girmany,Ig75l were
written especially for propaganda puqroses).
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The representatives of another trend are aware that the preserva-
tion of capitalism is incompatible with the socioeconomic implications
of the scientiffc and technological revolution, but see no way out of
the critical impending situation. Their concepts are usually given in
pessimistic, sometimes even apocalyptic tones. Specifically, this is
manifest in their prophecies on the inevitable "decline of civilization"
(The tradition is traced back to the notorious Decline of TheWestby
Oswald Spengler, and kindred works of the nineteen-twenties). More
and more often one hears talk about the inevitability of contemporary
civilization being superseded by a machine civilization, with people
becoming completely subordinated to the cybemetic organisms of
their own creation. Sometimes a call is heard ito "go back to nature,"
to the idyll of country life, etc. Actually, these are the peculiar neo-
eschatological views of the ideologists of a social system that is al-
ready doomed. Views characteristic of this ,trend. may be found
among Western thinkers of the most diverse political persuasions, for
example, in the works of K. Jaspers and A. Clarke, already mentioned
above.

The representatives of the third trend also assume that the socio-
economic consequences of the scientiffc and technological revolution
are incompatible with the preservation of capitalism in its present
form. But they believe it possibue to reform capitalism, to 'hdapt" it
to the future at all costs, even to the point of complete "convergence"
with socialism (with recognition of the need for a gradual strengthen-
ing of socialist principles). This trend is strong for its criticism of the
vices of the bourgeois system. Quite a few progressively minded
Western scientis,ts, men like N. Wiener, F. Baade, A. Clarke and R.

]ungk, belong to it.
It is noteworthy that in contrast to the authors of the oficial fore-

casts which bear the earmarks of propaganda, nearly every prominent
thinker in the West speculating on the future as a rule shows little
optimism in assessing the prospects of development of the capitalist
world. Their statements are usually voiced in the spirit of either the
second or the third trend (and sometimes of both at once)' This is a
very remarkable fact, vividly testifying to the crisis of contemporary
bourgeois ideology.

Of course, it would be oversimplifying matters to pigeonhole all
Westem thinkers by fixed categories. Features characteristic of two,
and sometimes even of all three, trends are contradictorily intertwined
in rnany works. We can point out that the second and third
trends are represented somewhat more conspicuously in Western
Europe, whereas the ffrst trend prevails in North America. All this
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creates additional difficulties by making it necessary to analyze every
important work in the ffeld of futurology separateln with a view to
the speciftcs of the various genres and tle oft"o 

"ort 
rdictory nature

of the concept of the future, outlined in each.
That is why it is not easy to make a thorough examination of bour-

geois literature on the future, all the more so since futurology as a
whole is only just becoming an object of special research. The-dirrers-
rty and inner contradictoriness of these concepts of the fufure is so
signiffcant that any attempt to'tell a little about every,thing" inevit-
ably leads to vulgarization in the evaluation of one of the riost com-
plicated phenomena of contemporary social thought.

rt seems more expedient to pick out the most signiffcant works
among the 

-recent 
publications of the bourgeois specialists, those

combining the typical features of contemporrry w"it"rn futurology
and giving a fairly full idea about the range of studies in this ffeki.
The most suitable work for this purpose, we think, is the monograph.
The Year 2000, by H. Kahn and A. Wiener.

we made this choice for several reasons. First, the work contains
questions of forecasting methodology and speculations on the future
belonging to recognized united states authorities on futurorogy, and
also gives the results of studies in social prognostication carrieJout by
one of the leading united states research establishments in the ffeld
(the book was written with the help of stafi members of the Hudson
Institute directed by H. Kahn). secondly, the monograph is in all
respects typical of the apologetic trend which prevails in contempor-
ary bourgeois futurology. Finally, it may be considered the most
signiffcan! the "last word" in bourgeois futurology.

Bi,ased E*trapolntion

Kahn and wiener's book is largely devoted to a particular problem
of social forecasting-the methodological principles on which fore-
casts of military-political situations are built. It is intended to stimu-
late broad and intensive investigations concerning military-political
forecasting for the White House, the Pentagon, and the State bepart-
ment. fn accordance with this purpose the authors show the ad-
vantages of a systematic approach to long-range problems of foreign
policy an{ inlernational relations, demonstrating methods of working
out models of further development of the system of international re-
lations according to the chief versions as they see them, and construct-
ing on this basis prognostic scripts of the possible course and outcome
of the most probable conflicts in the world arena. They base these
models and scripts on a comprehensive concept of the future socio-
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economic development of society. It is this concept that is of prime
interest to us.

On closer examination it appears that l(ahn and Wiener's concept
(like those of most of the other representatives of the apologetic

trend) is based on the "&eory of phased development" wl{ch has

won wide acceptance in the West. It was most completely expounded

in the works of W. W. Rostow, Raymond Arbn, and J. Galbraith. This

theory, as is lrrown, treats the history of mankind not as a succession

of socioeconomic formations but as a long series of stages of socio-

economic and political development according to the grorl'th of the
gross national product (GNP) in general and its per capita ratio

in particular. This approach reduces the differences between the

woiid capitalist and socialist systems to purely political motives of

confrontation between hostile groups of powers. Preeminence is given

to the GNP value which is claimed completely to determine the po'
sition of any country, regardless of its social system.

It is clear that this approach puts the Unitecl States, which has the

highest GNP, in the top itage of development." Strung out behind
it-depending on their GNP level-are the developed capitalist coun-

tries, followed by the USSR and the European socialist countries,

with the countries of Latin America, Asia and Africa lagging far

behind. From this standpoint, the sense of the socioeconomic develop-

ment of every country is to move up the rungs of the 'GNP ladder"

and-in some more or less far-off future-to reach the present-day

level of the United States, which appears as the pinnacle of creation

-iust as Hege1 conceived the Prussian monarchy of the middle of the

Iast century.

Kahn and Wiener divide the countries of the world into six cate-

goriesr "pre-industriaf (less than $200 of GNP per capita a-yeat),
;truditiorrul" ($200 to $600), 'industriaf' ($600 to $1,500), "highly
industrial' ($1,500 to $4,000), and "post-industrial" (more than

$4,000). They then estimate what they believe to be the most prob-

able rates of growth of the GNP in these countries. Finally they cal-

culate how many years it would take this or that country at its given

rate of progress to pass to the next category, and eventually to reach

the present-day Ievel of rthe United States' The picture they- get is

,""[y i-pr"rri\r", 
"rr"r, 

the "highly industrial" and economically de-

veloped countries will require from lL lo 42 yeats, whereas "pre-in-

dustiiaf'India will take no less than 117 years, Nigeria 339 years, and

Indonesia 593 years (sic) to achieve this.

However, a serious scientiffc examination of these ffgures shows

that the gap between the United States and other countries is several
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times less, and the anticipated rates of development of some of the
countries are much higher, so that the time required to close the gap
is much shorter. But the most objectionable poirt of prineiple is the
concept of the future itself, which pictures the year 20:00 as^a greater
or lesser approximation to the u.S. revel in the nineteen-ffftils and.
sixties, and the united States as having rid itserf of its present-day
t_roubles by nassing into the "post-industrial" stage. But ihe authors
do not- simply calculate the average per capita income in dollars.
Their_ theory implies that as orre 

"-o,r.rtry 
afier another approaches

the u.s._ level-irrespective of their sociar systems-they irill 
"o*umore and more to resemble the united states both economically and

socially.
Any such theory is untenable inasmuch as it is a mistake to make

a direct extrapolation of the data for the past few years (moreover,
selected and calculated with a deffnite slanl), and to ignore the pos-
sibility and even inevitability of serious qualitative Jharges. piog-
nostication experts know full well that any direct extrapolation into a
remote fufure of any more or less important social 

-process-be 
it

growt\ of 
-population, 

development of the economy or iulture, etc._
inevitably leads to mistaken conclusions. This is so because we live
in an age of scientiffc and technological revolution the socioeconomic
implications of which, to iudge by prognosis data, will far exceed
even those considerable changes that are observable today. This im-
portant factor is discarded by the authors of the 'theory of phased
development" because it avowedly und.ermines their concepi.

Is _it really conceivable that in the year 2000_as contemporary
social forecasts picture it, in a world of the successfur struggle of
progressive social forces, of a ffnal transformation of science into a
powerful productive force, in short, a world of the triumphant march
of automation, of unprecedented productivity and, coniequently, of
real potential for the creation of an abundarrce (or at leaJt a srrffici-
ency) of the most important necessities-is it conceivable that in the
year 2000 the countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America will still be
Iagging behind the U.S.A. by 100, 300, 500 years, with the U.S.A.
becoming a kind of never-to-be-reached ideal for all the rest of the
world?

{hr1_w9u]d be possible only if we presumed (which is wholly im_
probable) that the world capitalist system were by some miraele to
get rid of its inherent contradictions and vices while the world
socialist system were also, by some miracle, deprived of an the ad-
vantages of its socioeconomic development, which now permit it to
count on an early victory in the competition with capitalism, and tbe
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developing countries were to continue meekly to bear the neo-
colonialist yoke, remaining in the vice of backrvardness and poverty,
suffering from hunger and epidemics, from shortages not only of
qualifted experts but of educated people in general. In other words,
this could happen only if one assumed that the world socialist system
were somehow to "dissolve" in the capitalist world, that the inter-
national working class movement were to abandon its ultimate revolu-
tionary goals, and the national liberation movement were just to
wither away.

What has been said above should by no means be taken as any
underestimation of the economic factor in determining the prospects
of development of one country or another, including such important
indices of economic growth as the increase of the GNP in general and
its per capita level in particular. It is well Icnown that the prospects
of the competition between the two world systems depend largely
on socialism gradually gaining the upper hand precisely in respect to
labor productivity and economic potential, in respect to the per capita
GNP ratio. But how the GNP is produced and distributed is also
of great importance. No less important are the place and role of the
goods produced in the general system of social demands, which un-
dergo serious changes in the conrse of the scientiffc and tech-
nological revolution.

The fact that the United States has reached a relatively high per
eapita GNP average does not overshadow the fact that tens of millions
of people in that country are deprived of their rights by the capitalist
system and live in poverty or on the brink of poverty. It is a fair
forecast that the situation will hardly change by the year 2000, no
matter how high the GNP may grow, if the capitalist mode of produc-
tion and distribution of material beneffts remains unchanged. Conse.
quently the leading capitalist country will continue to be torn by acute
social conflicts which weaken its capitalist foundations, by greater
class battles which undermine the outdated mode of production. At
the same time we can observe a growth of opposition sentiments a-
mong the intellectuals, a growing student movement-a selfless strug-
gle of people not only for bread and shelter but also for such social
values as genuine democracy, human digrrty, life with a meaning,
elementary social justice, conffdence in the morrow, the right to edu-
cation, creative work, decent living conditions, the right to effective
social security in the broad sense of ithe word.

Will these tendencies disappear or on the contrary grow stronger
under the impact of the struggle between the two world systems now
taking place in conditions of the growing scientiffc and technological
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revolution? For the answer to be substantiated, let us examine some
of the most important socioeconomic implications of this revolution.

lm,pact of the Scierrtific-T echnological Reoolution

It is known that the automation of all branches of social production
and the swift growth of labor productivity sharply accelerate the
process of redistribution of labor resources: the number of workers
employed in the sphere of material production is decreasing, whereas
the number of those employed in the services and cultural production
is growing. Not so long ago the ffrst of the above-mentioned spheres
included up to nine-tenths of all workers, even in the economically de-
veloped countries. Now the ratio approaches 50:50, and in some cases
even exceeds it. If 'this rate is maintained, by the year 2000 further
signiftcant changes may have taken place.

It is also known that automation and the growth of productivity
call for a sharp change in the correlation and content of working and
leisure time. The share and importance of mental labor is growing
in all spheres of work without exception. The importance of cultural
leisure for the intellectual and physical training of a full-fledged work-
er in modern social production is growing. Under the pressure of
this obiective demand of modem production and as a result of the
persistent struggle of the workers for shorter working hours, the
capitalist employers are being forced to make concessions and to re-
duce the share of working time and increase the share of leisure time.
Not so long ago the working year consisted of 3,000 to 4,000 hours,
and the work week was 60 to 70 hours long and longer. Now work-
ing time in many countries has been reduced by 30 to 50 per cen!
and it is quite probable rthat it will drop as much again by the year
2000. There is already talk in some places about going over to a four-
day working week. In view of this, leisure time is growing into one
of the most pressing social problems.

Finally, it is lnown that the scientiffc and technological revolution,
which accelerates the integration of science and production, at tJre
same time intensiffes the process of intellectualization of society. The
sphere of mental labor is spreading far and wide and creating a
strong demand for highly qualified workers. Here too a revolution is
under way. Not long ago skilled men with even a secondary education
did not exceed 10 per cent of a1l ithe workers in many developed
countries. In the United States on the eve of World War I, only 4 per
cent of youths aged from L6 to 21 years went to college, while the
remaining 96 per cent were at best only able to read, write, and do
simple arithmetic. Now the share of college students in that country
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has topped 40 per cent and keeps growing from year to year. The
socialist countries are one after another going over to universal
secondary education, and correspondingly increasing the enrollment
at their higher educational establishments. The results of this process
for ithe year 2000 can easily be expressed in simple prognostic models.

Is it conceivable, then, that the soeial requirements of mankind in
2000-mankind as it is developing before our very eyes under the
impact of the struggle between socialism and capitalism in conditions
of the scientiffc and technological revolution-will be reduced to the
simple ambition to reach the United States level of fffty years earlier?
Is it not more logical to suppose that the development of rthe sphere
of spiritual production, the increase in leisure time, the intellec-
tualization of society, will all prove to be mighty allies of the world
socialist system, of the international working class and the national
liberation movements, in their struggle against the ulcers and vices
of todayt moribund social system? For the socioeconomic effects of
the scientiftc and technological revolution as they appear in the light
of modern forecasting data are in irreconcilable contradition with the
further existence of the capitalist mode of production. It may be said
in this connection that the principal result of the scientiffc and
technological revolution of our time is the obiective formation of the
material prerequisites of the communist mode of production every-
where.

The world's Communist parties carefully keep and augment the
Marxist-Leninist traditions of a determined offensive against the
positions of the bourgeois ideologists along this front. It must be
admitted, however, that in the ideological struggle against capitalism,
the problems of the future do not always receive due attention.

The Marxist Yieu

Let us recall how passionately Lenin urged us to use every oppor-
tumty actively to oppose the manifold bourgeois concepts of the
future with Marxist views. He emphasized that Marxist theory posed
questions 'hot in the sense of explaining the past but also in the
sense of a bold forecast of the future and of equally bold practical
action for its achievement."l "On all sides, at every step, one comes
across problems which man is quite capable of solving immediately-
but capitalism stands in the way. It has amassed enormous wealth-
and has made men the slaves of this wealth. It has solved the most
complicated technical problems-and has blocked the application of
technical improvements because of the poverty and ignorance of the

(1) \r. L Lenin, Qotl,octed Wo,rlcs, Yol. 2;1, p. 72,
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millions, because of the stupid avarice of a handful of millionaires.',
Thus Lenin wrote about one purely "futurological- problem, the
proiect of a tunnel to be built under the English Channel. This was
how he utilized for purposes of Communist propaganda one of the
sensational problems concerning the future.

The importance of forecasting has also grown in the practical
activities of the communist parties. The successful solution of the
complex taslcs of socialist and communist construction in the soviet
Union and the fraternal countries, of the economic, scientiffc and
technological competition with the world capitalist system, and of
the struggle against the aggressive policies of imperialism, calls for
the improvement of scientiffc Marxist-Leninist prognostication of the
long-range prospects of development of the modern world. The
effectiveness of the long-range economic programs and the political
strategy of 'the socialist countries depends on how complex and reliable
these forecasts can be.

In recent years the problems of social prognostication have become
an object of special study in the USSR, the GDR, Poland, Czechoslo-
vakia, and some other socialist states. The soviet communist party
and the Soviet government attach great importance to the expansion
of research in the ffeld of seientiffc, technological and socioeconomic
prognostication as a scientiffc basis for national economic planning.
"The discussion of scientiffc prognoses must precede the woiking out
of plans of development of national economic branches," said A. N.
Kosygin at a session of the USSR State Planning Committee in
March, 1965. 'we must have at our disposal scientiffc forcasts for the
development of each branch of industry, so as to give, in due time,
the green light to everythr'ng advanced and progressive, and we must
know the direction in which the plan should be worked out.- The
resolution of the cPsu central committee and the ussR council of
Ministers "on Measures for Raising the Efficiency of scientiffc organ-
izations and Accelerating the Application in the National Economy
of Scientific and Technical Achievements" (October, 1g68) empha-
sized that "long-term scientiffc and technological forecasts (for 10, 15,
and more years ) should be drawn up in future in relation to the key
problems of development of the national economy." These instructions
call upon soviet scientists to carry on the investigation and to inten-
sify research work in this ffeld.

ffiu., vot. 19, p. 889.

P. S. PETROV

America Heads Lenin (1917-lSIg).

Aside from Lenin's contacts with the American people through
interviews, talks and letters, we should emphasize the importance
of his direct appeals, as the head of the Soviet government, to
American soldiers and workers concerning the invasion of the territory
of Soviet Russia by the U.S. army and the unleashing of U.S. military
might against Soviet power. In their calls to the American and other
soldiers as sons of the working class, Lenin and the Soviet government

counted on their class consciousness and their internationalist feelings
as representatives of the working class. Many of these appeals were

republished by Left Socialist newspapers and magazines in the U.S.

at the end of 1918 and the beginning of 1919.

On August 1, 1918 the Soviet government released a paPer, signed

by Lenin and Chicherin, the Soviet foreign minister, entitled 'To the
Working Masses of France, England, America, Italy and fapat," which
exposed the governments of these countries and the capitalist press as

deceiving their peoples about non-intervention in Russian afiairs while
"they were already conducting military operations against the workers

and peasants of Russia." The paper expressed conffdence that if the

Russian proletariat is compelled to answer with two blows every blow
of the allied invaders, the workers of other countries will see'in this

not only an act of legitimate defense but . . . even the defense of their
own interests,"l

At the end of October and the beginning of November, 1918, a

leaflet, signed by Lenin and Chicherin, was distributed among

American and English soldiers'
"Speak up! Who are you?," the Soviet government asked the

American and English soldiers. "Aren't you workers? . . . Do you lq'
tend to act as bandits, as hirelings of international capital, and to

carry out its criminal aim-to strike a blow to your own class when

it tries to free itself? . . . Your capitalists know that if they destroy

the Russian revolution, they take out the very soul of the revolutionary

movement in other countries. . . . And in your country the spirit of

*'We present here an excerpt from 91 article appearing in the Soviet
publication problems of History, 1968, No. 2. References in the footnotes,
irnless otherwise indieated, are to U.S. newspapers or magazines of the time,

1 "On the General Interests of the Proletariat of All Countriesr" The Class
Struggle, Decernber 1919, pp. 636-637.

5l
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the times is also awakening. Strikes are happening ttrere, demands for
peace ring out, there are demonstrations in the streets. . . . You soldiers

must set an example to those at home who will soon follow you. . . .

We will happily welcome you in the ranla of the intemational
working class."'

A leaflet, "Why Have You Come to the U}raine?," also by Lenin
and Chicherin was distributed in November, 1918 among British and

American soldiers. It showed the universal signiffcance of the Great

October Socialist Revolution which unfolded "the beginning of a new
period in the history of mankind." It explained the essence of the
pre"eding revolutions in Europe and appealed: "Raise the red flag

of freedom of the working clais. ]oin with us and together with the

revolutionary workers of Germany and Austria to liberate the world
for the workers.'B

Aside from these appeals and statements to the American and

English soldiers which were reprinted in the American press, there

were also proclamations addressed directly to the English soldiers.

In June, 1918, a leafet, signed by Lenin and Chicherin, was dis-

tributed among English troops in Northern Russia asking: *Why

Have You Come to Murmansk?" It pointed out that for the ffrst timo
in history workers "had taken power in their own country," but'there
are giant difficulties to conquer," that it is impossible 'to build a new

society in one day." The leaflet asked the English soldiersr "Do you

really want to hetp to crush us? . . . If the Russian revolutiron should

be crushed, then in every country capitalist power will be greatly

strengthened and the struggle for eeonomic freedom will be set back

hundreds of years."a Another appeal at the end of 1918, also signed

by Lenin and Chicherin, asked: 'Arent you a member of a trade

unionP' The social victories of the Russian proletariat are reported

as well as the fact that "the people will make use of the products of
their own labor." The capitalists of all countries will no longer be

able to get rich "on the great nafural resources from their countries.'

If the Engtish soldiers carry on a war against the Russian workers,

the leafet continued, then they will go against their own fellow-

workers, they wilI strengthen the power 'bf their own capitalisb

who will rob and exPloit them."6

In the appeal, "soviet Russia Addresses Great Britain," which was

distributetl-in English by planes on the vologodsk front and was also

zHistori,cal Archittes (U.S.S,R.), 1960, No. 5, pp. 8-10.

s The Class Struggle, Dfay 1919, pp. 247'248.
aTh,e New Maiorita, February 8' 1919, p. B.

6 Tha Reoolutionary Age, July 26, 1919, p. 7.
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published in French, Italian, Russian and |apanese, Lenin and
Chicherin shattered the excuses of bourgeois propaganda for the
intervention of foreign troops against the Soviet Republic.o

Many other such leaflets were published. Some of them reached ttre
U,S. and were reprinted there. Several evidently were brought into
the U.S. by the soldiers of the interventionist armies. Thus, they were
read both in the army and among the working people. The evidence
of the infuence of the Leninist documents, which exposed the aims
of the intervention and explained the essence of the revolutionary
achievement of Soviet power, was that "by the spring of 1919 reports
began to appear in the press that the American soldiers in Russia
were displaying little enthusiasm for the anti-Soviet military campaign.
They were openly asking why they must ftght in Russia when the
war was supposedly over. The American 339th Inlantry refused to
obey orders, and mutinies broke out."7

The question of the situation among the American troops in Russia
was discussed over and over again in the U.S. Senate where letters
of soldiers were quoted, declaring they "did not quite know the
reason for their stay" in Russia, that the expedition of American koops
represents interference in the affairs of Russia.s The situation among
American troops was unstable; protest demonstrations develope{
there were even cases of American soldiers joining the side of the
Bolsheviks.e

U.S. military headquarters feared "that public opinion would force
the President to recall" the troops.1o In 1920, the U.S. government
was forced to do iust that. The dissemination of revolutionary ideas

among the interventionist troops and also in Westem Europe and the
U.S. had its results. In 1919, Lenin said: '\Me conquered the Entente
because we took away their workers and peasants dressed in soldier
uniforms'; "we took away their possibility of moving against Soviet
Russia,"11

Information concerning the situation among American troops in
Russia penetrated the U.S. and news of the struggle of progressive

forces in the U.S. against interference in the affairs of Soviet Russia

o The Reoolutionorg Age, February 16, 1919.
r Philip Foner, The Bolslteaik Rettolutianz lts Impact on American

&od.icals, Liberals onil Labor, International Publishers, New York, 19O7,
p. 170.

8 Congressional Recoril,1919. VoI. 67: Part 4, p. 3228; Part 6, p. 4736.
sHistori,cal Archioes (U.S.S.R.), 1961, No. 4, pp.26-27.
rofbid., p. 31.
11 V. I. Lenin, Com,plete Wod* (Russian), Vol. 39, pp. 398, 325.
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became known to the sordiers. This was a great achievement of theLeft forces in the u.s.-and their press, sowing the seeds of revorution-ary Marxist-Leninist ideas amon! the American people. Even during
the Erst-two years of the existeice of soviet power, aside from theworks of Marx and Engers which the Left forles p"uiirrr"a 

""d dis-tributed, and even before the Great october soiciarist Revorution,
there were published in the u.s. at reast fffty works oi i"Jrr-,'".ti"tur,
theoretical works and speeches, interviews and. conversations, com-
munications and appeals, letters, and. various decisions of the soviet
government 

_prepared by Lenin. An, whether theoreticar works aboutthe practical problems of the deveropment of the revorution, theactivities of soviet power or defense o] the victories or trr" *ort irg
class, were further deveropments of the teachings of ,"i"riiff" 

"o*-munism. In the conditions of the rise of ,"volrrfio.rary sentiment inthe U.S. and in the entire world, brought on by the'Great October
socialist Revolution, the Left forces of tf,e sociarist rarty *"re greauy
in need of Lenin's works. Therefore they pubrished arra disai;buted
them. And, even though several worLs of i_enin *"r" ,rot prUfrfr"a
in full and the translations were not arways complete, they'prayed abig role in the ideologicar growth of the revorutionary forcJs in theu's' They were read by tens of thousands of sociarisis arrd ordinary
people.

The concentrated and 'rapid influence of the depth and breadth
of Lenin's works which underlined the rearities of the norri*r, ,"rotr-
tion, revolutionized the thinking of the Marxist forces in tt 

" urrit"a
states' The Left q"i:s{- deveroped an understanding oi-"r"i"rrtift"
communism,"12 noted wifliam Z. Foster, the u.s. comirunist-ieader.
4-org the Left forces there was a determined struggle *g*irrrt ,"-formism, syndicalism, ultra-'Leff' radicalism, for a break with tho
opportunist leadership of the socialist party of America and for the
development of revolutionary tendencies.

Along with the economic resurts of worrd war r, which red totl.e sharpening of the class struggle, the Great october socialisi-nevolu_
tion had a direct infl rence o1 the deveropment of the ,"uorrrtiorrury
movement in the u.s. It brought enthusiasin to the ranks of trr" *ort _
ing class of the country and a wide distribution in rgiz-igd or tt urevolutionary ideas of Marx, Engers and Lenin. eu or ttis iJ"otgi"uuy
nrenared the development of the Communist movement. c

-GE;"t*a gf tLg Corummist, lq?ta_qt the Uni.ted, States,InternationalPublishers, New York, 7082, pp, ffS-iSO. -

* National Bureau
Research, New York,

ERIK BERT

Burns' viewpoint over these
years was not that economic ups
and downs had ceased but that
"the United States and other
countries are learning how to
adapt to business cycles"; that
"we have made great strides in
moderating the business cycle,"
As a result, "serious depressions
are no longer the threat they
once were."

But while he chalked up the
victories he warned, between
cheers, that the war had not yet
been won. He cautioned that the
mitigation of the economic down-
turns did not mean that business
cycles have vanished, that the
forces which incite them are no
longer present, or that there can
be no reversal of the factors
which eontributed to their miti-
gation. He cautioned that the
"struetural changes" in industry
and employment, which he holds
have been an important factor in
the new economic picture, might
be altered for the worse.

In our eeonomy, he says, "the
economi,c Wocesses .,, thamselaes
tend, to generate cgclical nloue-
rlents," in the course of which
"aggregate acti,oi,tg toi,ll in ti,me
be reaerseil bg restricti,tte forces
that grad,uallu but insi,stentlg
come into plag as a result of the
e*ponsi,on process i,tself ." (MV
emphasis-E.8.)

Burns on the Business [ycle

Since Arthur F. Burns' The
Bu,siness Cacle i,n a Changi,ng
Woddx was published last year
he has become chairman of the
Federal Reserve Board. Following
his appointment, however, the
economy has continuecl its down-
ward course, most pronounced in
the stock market. Inflation has
continued without letup and inter-
est rates have reaehed extra-
ordinary levels. In the light of
this combination of circum-
stances, his views on the business
cycle are of particular interest.

Twelve of the thirteen essays
which comprise the present vol-
ume were written between 1957
and 1968, the other in 1950. The
standpoint from which he ex-
amines the ups and downs in our
economy is that since Worlt1 War
II "no industrial eountry has suf-
fered a spiraling depression" such
as has occurred in the 1930's; the
"expansions of aggregate eco-
nomic activity tend to become
longer"; the "contractions have
become shorter and milder"; and
the effect of these fluctuations on
employment, personal income and
eonsumption has been reduced. He
expresses eonfidence that we shall
not again experience the like of
the thirties.

of Economic
1969, $8.50.
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Business cycles, he states, ,.are

found only in modern nations
where economic activities are or-
ganized mainly through business
enterprise." They are, in short, a
product of capitalism, are inher-
ent in the functioning of capital-
ism. But in defining and. anaTyz-
ing capitalism-which he prefers
to call "business enterprise', and
the "making and spending of
money incomes," he eonsistenfly
avoids mentioning the two cate-
gorries which constitute its
foundation: wage labor and
capital.

That business cycles are not
only born of but inherent in capi-
talism is confirmed by the fact
that, as Burns points out, .'in
recent decades the Soviet Union
and other nations that organize
economic activity through state
enterprises and governmental
edicts [his notion of socialism]
have.. . escaped business cycles."

"During the course of the nine-
teenth century," he writes, .,the

business cycle. . . was . . . viewed
as centering, in the main, in
activities of commerce and fi-
nance." But there was an excep-
tion he does not mention. Karl
Marx viewed the ups and downs,
the booms and crises, as aspects
of the physiology of capitalist
production. Already in 1947 Marx
identified the oscillations in the
econorny with the rise of large-
scale industry. (Poaertg of Phi,l-
osophy, International Publishers,
New York, 1963, p. 63.)

Toward the end of the nine-
teenth century, Burns says, inter-
est among U.S. economists "began
to shift to phenornena of iudustry
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and employment." But for half a
century the international socialist
movement, under Marx's guid-
ance, had already identified the
ups and downs in production and
employment with capitalist rela-
tions. The interest of U. S. econo-
mists was stimulated, following
the crisis of 1893, by the march
of "Coxey's Army" and other ele-
mental actions of the unemployed.

The "why" of the cyclical
course of capitalist economy is
usually expressed in the question:
Why does a general business ex-
pansion corne to an end? In Burng,
words: "Why does not the process
of expansion continue indefi-
nitely?" "If the expansion must
end, why is it not followed by a
high plateau of economic activity
instead of a decline?"

The source of the decline, he
says, is internal: "Erperienee
strongly suggests that eaen in
the absence of serious erternnJ
d,i,sturbances th,e course of aggre-
gate acti,oi,tg wi,ll i,n time be re-
oersail by restri,ctiae forces that
grafutallg but insi,stentlg corne
into plag as a result of the eco-
nomi,c process itself." (My em-
phasis-E.B.)

The "extemal forces', are
irrelevant to the central problem,
Burns correctly points out. The
question is, then, what is the
nature of the t'restrictive forces"?
Burns sees errors in judgment
(of which speculation is a dis-
tinct sector) as the reason why
expansion does not continue in-
definitely and contraction ensues.

The fact that "millions of busi-
ness firms and households" make
"economie plans and decisions . . .
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independently"; speculation in in-
ventories by "the business or eon-
suming publie"; and the warped
judgment of businessmen "eon-
cerning the sales that can be
made at profitable prices" can all
cause general economic activity
to contract.

Thus Burns disposes of the
class content of capitalist soeiety
by transforming capitalist ru-
bries, such as "inventories," into
all-class or non-class concepts. His
depiction of "business firms antl
households" as equally makers of
"economic plans and decisions"
befogs reality. In the capitalist
system, eapitalists make decisions
about how their capital is to be
used and allocated; workers make
decisions about what to do with
their wages. Burns' depiction of
both as equally plans-and-deci-
sions makers obscures their basic-
ally contradictory positions in
capitalist society, and specifically
with reference to both econornic
plans and decisions. Though
Burns says that the cause of
economic oscillation lies in the
nature of the eapitalist system, he
understands that system only
superficially, bereft of its class
essence.

Burns also sees the business
cycles as a vicious circle. Thus,
in describing the "cumulative pro-
cess of expansionr" he says that
"the economy is jarred out of its
depressed state," that "as the ex-
pansion continues, the slack in the
economy is taken up and reduced"
and that, in plant expansion, "a
temporary condition of over-
capacity may easily develop and
require correcting." ttExpansion"

s7

is thus explained on the basis of
a prior "depressed state" or "slack
in the economy." Subsequent con-
traction is explained on the basis
of prior "overcapacity."

Each phase of the cycle is ex-
plained by the existence of the
previous stages. But this gets us
nowhere.

The questions which are im-
plicit in Bums' presentation, but
which he does not answer are:
why is contraction "bound to fol-
Iow" speculation in inventories;
why may overcapacity "easilY de-

velop" as a result of Plant expan-
sion; why is there an excess of
inventories; why is Plant exPan'
sion too rapid?

Exposition of the individual
phases of the cyele is made to sub-
stitute for inquiry into the nature
of the system whose rLodus oper-
andi is oscillation.

t(

Burns ascribes the unique
character of the post-World W'ar
II cyclical course to Profound
changes in the structure of the
American economy. "The changes
in economic organization . . . al-
ready appear to have done much
to blunt the imPact of business
cycles." The a"llegedlY Profound
structural changes have come

about "partly as a result of deli-
berate economic policies, partly as

a result of unplanned develoP-
ment."

The unplannetl changes ("un-
planned" in attempting to influ-
ence the cycle) embrace, accord-
ing to Burns, the relative decline
of the eyclically "volatile" indus-
tries and the relative growth of
the "service industries"; the rela-
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tive decline of the blue_collar sec-tor and the relative increase inthe white-collar sector; the in_
crease in self-employment.

_ 
The unplanned changes include

also the rise of consumer credit,
and the emergence of the massive
"defense,, sector and the military
industrial complex.

, .T.ha main .,structural,, 
indus_

Ertal change, says Burns, has beenfrom,manufacturing, mining, con-s[ructron and freight transporta_
ylona the,,strategis,, industries,
ro. the service and other indus-tries; from the ,,highly cy.licai,
rndustries to those which ,,have
remained relatively free from
cyclical unemployment.,, presum_
ably the total shift from manu-facturing, which is volatile, to
merchandising, which is cyclicaliy
more_ "stable,,, would be a tre_
mendous gain for stability, albeit
there- would be nothing to me"_
chandise.

. 
ByIr* does not inquire into thesignificance of this attegea tonglrange decline in volatility in r-e-snect !9 the creation of surplus

value. He does not distinsuish tre-rween the industries in whichulll:r are created and those inwhich values are cremated*be_
tween, Iet us say, public utilities
and banking. Nor does he distin_guish among government activi_
ties, which cover the entire range
from creation of values to sheer
destruction.

- 
Burns does not claim that the

shift from ,'volatile,, to ,,nonvola_
tile' industries has etrected anyqualitative change in cyclical
oscillation. He does contend that
the stabilizing tendency, allgedly
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resulting from the shift, is .,being
gradually reinforced by th;
spread of 'white-collar, oceupa_
tions throughout the range of
industry." He believes that the
alleged stabilizing tendency of the
white-collar trend,,promises well
for the future," that ,,the spread
of wh i te -c ol I a r occupations
throughout the range of industry
will continue and may even accel-
erate."

But that is only one aspect of
the problem. Let us assume that
the proportions of ,,white-collar,,
real estate salesmen and of
"white-eollar" engineers in total
employment increase. The first
represents a reduction in the crea-
tion of surplus value and an in-
crease in nonproductive consump-
tion, while the second represents
an increase in the production of
surplus value. This concerns
Burns not at all.

On the contrary. From the con-
tention that shifts to the service
industries and to white-collar em-
ployment contribute to cyclical
stabilitS Burns infers some kind
of homogeneity within these cate-
gories. This flies in the face of
the divergent nature of the indus-
tries and occupations contained
within them with respect to the
ereation of value-to the opera-
tion of the capitalist system.

Burns warns, however, that al-
though the white-collar group is
"often sheltered by a professional
code which frowns upon frequent
firing and hiring," the need to cut
costs during a recession might
make white-collar employment
"Iess stable than it has been.,'
The recent cuts in white-eollar
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jobs in finance and manufactur-
ing confirm this.

But the "white-collar,, concept
has become a major incitement
to confusion. It is not an economic
concept, not even a useful cate-
gory in employrnent analysis. It
is superficial, empirical and mis-
leading.

"The emergence of a massive
and permanent defense sector has
already changed and is continu-
ing to change our economic and
social life," says Burns. I{e points
out that this sector ,,has revolu-
tionized government finances in
our generation," that ,,sudden

surges within the defense sector
have contributed to the inflation-
ary trend," that "the defense see-
tor has . contributed to the
deficit in our balance of pay-
ments" beeause of expenditures to
"maintain our military forces
abroad."

However, he does not consider
what is the difference between
producing "defense" commodities
or civilian commodities, between
produeing means of production
for "defense" commodities or civ-
ilian commodities. Consequently
he offers no insight into whether
the shift to the "defense" sector
affects the business cycle and if
so, in what m&nner.

*
Burns seeks to replace the con-

cept of capitalist-worker contra-
dietion, as the essence of capital-
ist relations, by that of the non-
class "consumer." The modern
consumer, according to him, has
the "power" and the "habit of in-
itiating changes in economic ac-
livities," The implication is that
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it is the "consumer" who initiates
changes in the business cyele, that
they do not arise from the rela-
tions of capitalist and worker in
the production process.

"The movement of personal in-
come," Burns asserts, ,,is no long-
er closely linked to the fluctua-
tions of production.,, This is the
result of "the vast expansion of
government, the greatly increased
role of the income tax, the shift
of ineome tax collection to a pay-
as-you-go basis, the rapid growth
of unemployment compensation
and other soeial security pro-
grams and other such develop-
ments.

Burns disregards here the di-
verse and contradictory origins of
"personal income," the diverse
and contradictory impaets of the
cited changes on the business
cycle and of the business cycle on
them. He asserts blandly that
these ehanges share the faculty
of loosening the bonds between
the cycle and "personal income."

Underlying Burns' methodology
is a total disregard for the class
nature of capitalist production,
the class origin of profit, elass
diferentiations in "personal in-,
come."

One side of Burns' coin is that
the welfare measures and other
changes have tended to stabilize
the flow of personal income and
thus reduce the impact of a down-
turn on individual income. The
other side of that coin is that the
increased stability of personal in-
come has tended to reduce the
amplitude of the cycle.

At this point he concludes that
"censumer spending has emerged
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as one of the active factors in ar-
resting recession and hastening
recovery.t' In fact, he sees a ',new
role of the consumer in the busi-
ness cyele." Here again the non-
class "consumer" replaces the real
consumers, who may be workers
or capitalists or in between.
Burns' t'consumers" are stripped
of the roles in the production
process that determine their cru-
cial relation to the business cycle.

In addition to sueh develop-
ments, "not planned as antidotes
to fluctuation," there have been
the "deliberate efforts to control
the business cycle.,' The most ex-
plicit statement of ,,deliberate ef-
fort" is the Employment Act of
1946. This Act, says Burns, has
contributed to moderating the
business cycle greatly and distrib-
uting the "fruits of industry. . .

widely . . . among our people.,,
This he attributes to the introduc-
tion of "elements of orcler into
policymaking" and to "providing
assurance to both businessmen
and consumers that economic
storms would not be left to them-
selves." But these assurances
must be judged in the context of
his caution that "prosperity can-
not be ordered or guaranteed by
government officials."

*
Buras concedes that the achieve-

ments he cites have not been per-
vasive or conclusive. There have
been lapses from full employ-
ment," a "series of recessions, the
deterioration in the value of the
dollar, the chronic deficit in the
balance of payments, and the per-
sistence of poekets of poverty in
our land of plenty." These defi-
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ciencies may be aggravated" by
the large growth of consumer and
mortgage debt, he warns.

He aseribes the deficiencies,
however, to "inefficiency,r, as the
result largely of the fact that the
administrators of the Employ-
ment Act "have worked with tools
that are much too crude.,, Thus
the fault lies not in our system
but in ourselves.

Burns holds, as we have seen,
that "the vast expansion of gov-
ernment" is one of the reasons
why "the movement of personal
income is no longer closely linked
with to the fluetuations of produc-
tion." But the sharp expansion of
government expenditures, abso-
Iutely and relatively, means also
that a downturn in the economy
will have far wider fiscal and so-
cial ramifications than hitherto.

Burns cites "tax revenues that
respond sensitively to changes in
the national income,,, as the re-
sult of the "shift to a pay-as-you-
go basis," as being among the
"automatic devices for curbing
the rapidity with which a reces-
sioncumulates...."

However, "when a recession oc-
curs, our current tax system re-
quires the government to reduce
rather promptly and substantially
the amount of money that it with-
draws from the private economy
for its own use." But this is not
likely to happen in a recession
simply beeause tax revenues are
then declining. Burns does not
draw the obtrusive conelusion
that the widening gap between
government commitments ancl
governmental revenues during a
recession is likely to have serious
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consequences.

Burns maintains that "econom-
ic instability has not yet vanished
. in the socialist world." He
states that "it is impossible to
find, whether we look W'est or
East, any final solution to the
problems of unemployment. . . ."

But that is not the question at
issue. What ds at issue is that
under cw,ituJisnx "the economi,c
processes themseltses tend, to gen
erate cyclicol, mot)ernents" ol Wo-
d,u cti, o n an il, une mpl o A m ent. What-
ever the economic problems in the
socialist countries, none of them
relates to business cycles. None
of them arises from the economic
processes themselves. None occurs
because the economy is producing
"too much." But that is precisely
the nature of cyclical downturn
and unemployment in the capital-
ist world.

Burns warns:

The old Marxist dogma that cap-
italism is doorned to collapse on the
rocks of economic crisis has become
a weapon of propaganda, used
adroitly and energetically to confuse
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the uninitiated and to stir discontent
the world over.

At another point he talks of the
"Marxist prophecy of crisls and
collapse of free economies."

That is nonsense. There is no
such t'old Marxist dogma" or
"prophecy." In fact, Burns fears
something else. "We have
Iearned," he says, "that in the
course of a depression . . . some
lose faith even in our economic
and political instituti,ons." That
is why the "fear of business
cycles which rules economic think-
ing is a fear of severe depres-
sions." These, says Burns, repre-
sent a "really serious threat to
our way of life."

"The crucial problem of our
times," he said in 1950, "is the
prevention of Bevere depressions."
Twenty years later, as his book
appears, the fear which rules
bourgeois economic thinking is
the fear of a severe economic
depression. There is dull silence
about the "automatic" eontracy-
clical devices and the "structural"
changes which were to make the
present ominous situation impos-
sible.



Hnhert 0wen, Utopian Socialist

On February 25, LBZE, the
House and the Senate, in joint
session in the Hall of Representa-
tives in Washington heard and
applauded a magnificent plea to
establish a socialist system in the
United States. The plea was made
by Robert Owen, owner of what
was then the largest cotton spin-
ning mill in Britain. In attend-
ance at this joint session of Con-
gress were James Monroe, out-
going President; John Quincy
Adams, the President-elect; the
justices of the Supreme Court;
and the Cabinet. A second speech,
before the same audience, was
made by Owen on March 7.

Both addresses have now been
printed through the research
work of Oakley C. Johnson, who
resurrected them from more than
a century of interment in library
archives. They make exciting
reading.*

In these addresses, one reads
with delighted astonishment that
the halls of Congress should ever
have sounded with such a ringing
call to introduce "a new social
system" whereby "the degrading
and pernicious practice in which
we are now trained, of buying
cheap and selling dear, will be
rendered wholly unnecessary," and
whereby "union and cooperation
will supersede individual inter-
est."

* Oak1ey C. Johnson, Robert Owen
in the United States, Humanities
Press, New York, 1969, $3.50.
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Furthermore, as Oakley John-
son points out in his informative
introduction, the newspapers of
that time gave Owen's addresses
to Congress the same prominence
that they gave to President
Adams' Inaugural Address.

How did it happen that Owen's
speeches stirred sueh interest?
Johnson suggests this was be-
cause conditions "in early capital-
ist America" were "fat from
ideal." We might also note that
Marx, as late as 1852 in his The
18th Brurnai,re of Loui,s Napoleon,
talks about the U.S. as a land
where "classes, indeed, already
exist" but "have not yet becorne
flxed" and are in "a constant
state of flux."

De Tocqueville, the aristocratic
Frenchman who visited the U.S.
in 1831, was also struck by the
fluid class structure. But De Toc-
queville added, "I know of no
country where the love of money
has taken stronger hold of the af-
fections of men, and where a pro-
founder contempt is expressecl for
the theory of the permanent
equality of property."

And it may be that though the
Congressmen of this still fluid so-
ciety were stirred by visions of
classless cooperation, they were
even more interesterl in what
they must have regardecl as
Owen's spectacular profit-making
career.

Owen's career, as outlinetl in a
foreward to Johnson's book blr
A. t. Mortou, the British histor-

NOBERT OWEN

ian, and as related in Morton,s
biography of Robert Owenx, was
a career in the best Horatio Al-
ger capitalist tradition of the
19th century.

He came from lVales to London
with 40 shillings at the age of
10 in 1781. He worked for eloth-
ing firms in London and Man-
chester, and having saved f,100,
he bought spinning machinery.
With this machinery he was soon
making a profit of no less than
f300 a year.

In 7797, at the age of 2,1, he
married the daughter of David
Dale, owner of the New Lanark
cotton spinning mill. Then, begin-
ning in 1800, first with some
Manchester partners and later
with Quaker backing, he astound-
ed the world by proving that san-
itary community conditions, re-
duced hours, restrictions on child
Iabor and educational reform
could produce healthier workers
and bigger profits.

Rulers from all Europe, includ-
ing the Russian Czar, visited
New Lanark to admire but not to
imitate. But Owen's genius went
beyond the art of moneymaking.
He was one of the earliest to see
that the new maehinery, while it
enriched the few, brought misery
to the many, and that this would
continue as long as private proflt
was the incentive to industrial
progress.

At first he sought factory re-
form laws to mitigate the effects

* A. L. Morton, The Li,fe anil,
Ideas of Robert Ou:en, International
Publishers, New York, 1969, cloth
$0.00, paper $1.35.
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of machinery, but his efforts
were largely in vain. In lgL? he
proposed to establish village set-
tlements like New Lanark, as a
remedy for unemployment during
the economic crisis of that period,
and in 1819, an attempt along
such lines was made with the aid
of two dukes as well as Sir Rob-
ert Peel, Sr. and David Rieardo.
But this attempt failed, as did
another one in 1822.

And so, in L824, Owen came to
America, where he lectured for a
year to enthusiastie audiences
and finally addressed Congress.

Owen's two addresses to Con-
gress not only contained his ab-
stract principles but included a
scale model of his village setfle-
ments which were to be models
flrst for the American nation and
then for the world. He proposed.
that a Congressional commission
investigate his plan and his mod-
els. He also announced he was
going ahead with purchasing a
site in Indiana for the first such
settlement in the U.S.

There is no record of Congress
appointing the commission or do-
ing anything else to help Owen
beyond enthusiastic applause, but
Owen undaunted, went ahead in
Indiana with the community that
he named New Harmony.

Johnson's book includes a
Fourth of July Address by Owen
to the New Harmony community
in 1826, in which he calls for add-
ing a Declaration of Mental Inde-
pendence to the Declaration of
Political Independence of 1776, ex-
pressing his belief that the prac-
tice of the "social system" in the
Indiana community will spread



u
'from Community to Community
shedding fragrance and abun-
dance, intelligence and happi-
negs."

By 1827, however, factionalisrn
and other troubles had put an end
to New Harmony. "The commu-
nit5" writes Morton, "was over-
weighted from the start with mid-
dle-class intellectuals."

With the optimism that re-
mained undiminished throughout
his long life, Owen approached
the Mexican government for terri-
tory from the Gulf to the Pacific,
but nothing came of this project,
and in 1829 Owen returned to
England.

The events that followed, in-
cluding the rise of the British
labor movement and Owen's part
in it, are outlined in a 18-page
ehapter of Morton's book, in as
condensed and readable a form as
I have seen anywhere. Owen's en-
thusiasm for a cooperative soci-
ety, his sympathy with the work-
ers, demand, his breadth of
vision, helped unite the separate
workers' groups into a national
movement. But his eontinued re-
liance on appeals to the rich and
powerful and his refusal to ac-
eept the necessity of class strug-
gle resulted ultimately in his
alienation from trade union de-
velopments.

The labor movement develoPetl
more or less indepentlently of
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Owen and his followers, but the
cooperative movement still traces
its origin to him.

Morton concludes this chapter
with the assertion that "it is one
of Owen's great positive achieve-
ments to have given to the masses
in Britain their first conception
of socialism." Since then, of
course, the theory and practice of
scientific socialism have shown
that leadership by the working
class in the class struggle is the
only road to socialism.

The lesson is taught with liter-
ary skill by A. L. Morton, an his-
torian versed in the philosophy of
dialectical materialism, whose
book devotes half its pages to the
story of Owen and a well-rounded
analysis of the strength and weak-
nesses of that genius, and half
to selections from Owen's writ-
ings.

These books by Johnson and
Morton are weII worth reading,
both for Marxists who will clarify
their own thinking by an exposi-
tion of what is true and false in
Owen's basically idealist philoso-
phy and for others, like the New
Left, who might see in the inde-
fatigable faith of this great and
good man in the power of ideas
alone a forewarniug of their own
errors when they ignore the slow
and painful task of mass organ-
ization.
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